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Editor-in-Chief Emily Calcott
Assistant Kate Trent
Business Manager \'lRG[xiA Axderson
Assistants RnnA Jonxsox, P'raxces Barksdale
Art Editor JuLIA ALEXANDER
Assistant Jllia Clarke
Literary Editor CarOLYN CoGBILL
Assistant Christine Armstrong
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Alma Mntn
O' here's to thee, dear mother true,
Thy ideals and thy dream.
That we may ever faithful be
In following the gleam
!
O, how could we the distant far
Depart from all thy ways?
Thy daughters will all worthy be,
Throughout thy length of days!
All hail to thee, O mother fair,
Our happy second home.
Midst lofty skies of heavenly blue,
Thy stately walls and dome,
Reveal to us thy spirit true
The music of thy life;
May we with vision born of right,
Subdue ill-will and strife!
Now Alma Mater mother kind
The world voice ever calls.
And tho' our love for thee is deep,
Soon must we leave thy halls;
For there are those who always need
Thy truth and wisdom pure.
Stern duty calls—we hear and heed,
In filial love to thee.
—Mary Stephenson.
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J. L. Jarman President
Mary B. Barlow Physical Education
Leon E. Bell Psychology and Education
Ada R. Bierbower Rural Education
Anna L. Blauvelt Asst. in Drawing and Industrial Arts
Florence DeL. Buford Asst. in Physical Education
Pauline Camper Rural Education
Martha W. Coulling Drawing
Emma Z. Dietrich Geography
S. Helen Draper Asst. in French
C. M. Faith FU I Psychology and Education
P. W. Fattig Biology
James M. Grainger English
Eloise J. Harris Chemistry and Physics
Mary Clay Hiner Asst. in English
Bessie H. Jeter Home Economics
J. M. Lear History and Social Sciences
Lila London Mathematics
Hazel B. Millican Industrial Arts
Christine E. Munoz Music
Minnie V. Rice Latin
Abi Russell Library Methods
Katherine L. Scott Asst. in English
EsTELLE Smthy Modern Languages
Edna N. Spear Reading
Margaret McN. Steele Biblical History
Florence H. Stubbs Rural Education
Carrie B. Taliaferro Mathematics
W. F. Tidyman Education and Director of Training School
Sarah B. Tucker Asst. in History
Katherine Tupper Home Economics
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\V. F. TlDVMAX Director and Principal
Marv Savedge Supervisor of Eighth and Ninth Grade English
Mary Peck. . Supervisor of Eighth and Ninth Grade History and Geography
1 1,MA \'ox ScHILLIN'G Supervisor of Sixth and Seventh Grades
Alice Carter Supervisor of Fifth Grade
Louise Bullock Supervisor of Fourth Grade
Georgie Norris Supervisor of Third Grade
Rachel RoBlXSOX Supervisor of Second Grade
Mary Haynes Supervisor of First Grade
IVIabei. Culkix Supervisor of Kindergarten
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Mr. B. M. Cox Businfss Alanaz/er
Miss Winnie Hixer . . Clerk to Busi/wss Manager
Miss Jennie M. Tabk Registrar
Miss Virginia Bugg Assistant Registrar
Miss Abi Russell Librarian
Miss Mary White Cox Head of Home
Miss Frances Sheltox Assistant Head of Home
Miss Houstox Blackweli Assistant in Home Department
A[rs. L. B. W^II.I.IAMS Assistant in Home Department
Mrs. W. T. Blanton Xiglit Matron
Mrs. J. C. Dodl Assistant Xiglit Matron
Mrs. Bessie C. Jamison Housekeeper
Mrs. Alice Peer\- Assistant Housekeeper
Mrs. Lillian V. Nuxx Supervisor of Laundry
Dr. Slsax Field Resident Physieian
Miss Mary Johnson Asistsant in hifirmary
Miss Margaret Steele Y. If . C. A. Secretary
Miss Maude K. T.aliaferro Post Mistress
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For Mr. Real— I will not study tonight; my card is on the bottom.
For Mr. Gittaf— I will memorize, "And they would not grow."
For Miss Rekcut—I will study the lesson, not going into detail, but learning the
number of capital letters, commas, and semi-colons.
For Mr. Lleb— I will organize and make an outline.
For Mr. Lufhtiaf— I will study faithfully.
For Miss Sbbuts—I will go to the library and view the material.
For Miss Nodnol—I will not study my lessons to-night; class will be dismissed.
For Miss Zonum— I will not have a silly grin on my face.
For Miss Retej—I will not suffer from malnutrition.
For Mr. Regniarg—I will devote my life to organizing Vahispa pageants.
For Miss Wolrab—I will never give exercises in rhythm.
For Miss Drofub—I will clear the schools of hicks.
For Miss Yram—I will act the perfect lady.
For Miss Notlehs—I will never ask for special permission to go down town.
For Miss K. Duam Orrefailat— I will iron my package slip carefully before pre-
senting.
For Mrs. Ldod— I will sleep until seven o'clock.
For Mrs. Nosimaj—I will eat the inside of rolls.
For Mrs. Yreep— I will not take food from the dining room.
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ANNIE AL\1S
Spout Spring, Virginia
Critic Argus Literary Society '19, Correspond-
ing Secretary '21 ; Critic Jefferson Debating
Society '18, Censor '19; Substitute Second Pro-
fessional Basket Ball Team '19; Second Pro-
fessional Base Ball Team '19; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, Chairman Alum-
nae Committee '21-'22; Chairman Student
Standards Committee '21-'22; Rural Club;
College Club; Travelers' Club; Treasurer
Fourth Professional Class; K.I.L. ; Student
Mission Band; Orchestra.
"Rich in saving common sense,
And, as the greatest only are.
In her simplicity sublime."
MILDRED WATRINS DICKINSON
Hampton-Sidney, Virginia.
Pi Kappa Omega, President '22; Gamma
Theta; O.W.L.S.; D.I.R.K.; Athenian Liter
arv Society, President '19-'20; College Club,
President ''21-'22; Travelers' Club; V.W.C
A.; Dramatic Club; Cotillion Club; Blut
Ridge Club; Editor-in-Chief Rotunda '21-'22
President Fourth Professional Class; Pan
Hellenic Representative '19-'22; Secretary
Student Government '17-'1S.
"So ivell to knoiv
Her oivn, that ivhat she ivitis to do or say
Seems iinsest, virtnousesi, discreciest , best.'*
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MAK\ FINCH
Chase City, Virginia.
Pi Kappa Omega, Vice President '21 ; Student
Volunteer Band Leader '20-'22; Chairman
Student Standards Committee '20-'21; Leader
Mission Band '20-'21 ; Third Professional
Representative Student Government Com-
mittee '20-'21 ; Cunningham Literarv Society;
Degree Club; President V.W.C.A. '21-'2'2;
Geography Club; ex-ofificio member of Stu-
dent Committee '21-'22; Rural Club; Promo-
tion Committee; Des Moines Band '20; K.LL.;
President Student Government '20; Chairman
World Fellowship Committee Spring '19.
"She ictis good as she ivas ftitr.
None—none on earth above her.
As pure in thought as angels are,
To know her ivas to love her."
CAKRIK SFR.ADLIN
Stevvartsville, Virginia.
Pi Kappa Omega; Pierian Literary Society;
V.W.C.A.; \'ice President Degree Class;
Student Government Committee '21-'22; Presi-
dent Travelers' Club; Treasurer El Circulo
Espanol; College Club; K.LL. ; Rural Club.
"./ smooth and steadfast mind.
Gentle thoughts and calm desires,
Heart ivith equal love combined
Kindle never-dying fires."
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O fficers
Elizabeth ^NIorint, .... . President
Lois Williams .1'ice-President
Anne Meredith Secretary
Ei.LEX Carlson . Treasurer
JMarie Suttox Reporter
Cl \ss Roll
Mary Bolen Anne Meredith
Lelia Burrow- Elizabeth Moring
Marian Camper I\Lary Nichols
Ellen Carlson Louise Scott
Lou Gregory Marie Sutton
Otey Helm
'
Kathryn Thompson
Mary Jefferson Marjorie Thompson
Ernestine Landrum Lois Williams
Stella Lang Annette Wilson
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Miss Munoz
Honorary I\I ember of the Senior Class
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INEZ AGEE
Farmville, Virginia
Cotillion Club; Y. W. C. A.
*^7/^ is considerate, te?iJer, sympathetic, refined'
JULIA ADELENE ALEXANDER
Norfolk, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Zeta Tau ; Art Editor "The
Virginian"; V. W. C. A. Secretary '21-'22; "Ro-
tunda", Y. W. C. A. Editor; Cunningham Liter-
ary Society; Glee Club; Athletic Association.
"And the best of all ivays
To lengthen our days
Is to steal a feiv hours from the night, my dear'*
GLADYS VIRGINIA ALLEN
Petersburg, Virginia
Y. \\\ C. A.; Athletic Association; Ruffner
Literar\- Society. Vice-President '21-'22.
"The world's no better if we nvorry
Life's no longer if we hurry."
I'luje Thirty-two
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CiRACE AMES
Belle Haven, Virginia
V. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Zeta Tau;
Secretary and Treasurer Eastern Shore Club;
Cunningham Literary Society.
"Well I hnoiu her
Of easy temper naturally good, and faithful to
her ivork."
ARIANA AMONETTE
Madison Heights, Virginia
Senior Class Secretary •21-'22; Fourth Year
Representative Student Government '20-'21;
Campus League '20-'21 ; Argus Literary Society;
Captain Fourth Year Hiking Club '20-'21 ; Or-
chestra, Librarian '21-'22; Rural Club; Base Ball
Team '20-'21 ; Athletic Association; Racqueteers;
Lynchburg Club; Y. W. C. A. Finance Committee
'20-'21 ; Country Life Committee '21-'22; Server's
Tennis Club '2'0-'21 ; Mission Band,
"In action faithful and in honor clear."
VIRGINIA ANDERSON
Farmville, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Mu Omega; Argus Literary
Society, Vice-President '21-'22; \V. A. N. K.;
Dramatic Club, Business Manager '21-'22; Ath-
letic Association ; "Rotunda" Staff, Business
Manager '21 ; Vice-President Fourth Year H. S.
'19-'20; Y. \V. C. A. Business Manager "The
.Virginian" '21-'22; Pi Kappa Omega.
"Born for success she seemed,
ff'ith grace to ivin. and heart to hold."
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EDLEV ELIZABETH ANDREWS
Lynchburg, \'irginia
Athenian Literary Society; L K. U. ; Y. W.
C. A.; Athletic Association; Racqueteer Tennis
Club; L O. r.; \V. \V. ; Lynchburg Club, Presi-
dent '2(1.
"Sonc hut herself can he her equal."
CHRISTINE ARMSTRONG
Farmville, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Rural Club, President '21-
'22; Y. W. C. A., Rural Life Committee, '21-'22;
World Fellowship Committee '19-'20; Pierian
Literary Society, Critic '21; Athletic Association;
Le Cercle Francais; Hiking Club '20-'21 ; Fourth
Year Basket Ball Team; College Club; Assistant
Literary Editor "The Virginian".
"Whose little body lodged a mighty mind."
JULIA lANTHA ASHER
Brookneal, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Treasurer, '21-'22; Treasurer Ju-
nior Class '20-'21; Ellen Richards Club Trea-
surer '20-'2I ; Rural Club; Argus Literary So-
ciety; Sub Chairman Room Committee, Y. W.
C. A. '19-'20; Chairman of Morning Watch Com-
mittee, '20-'21.
"A truer, nobler, trustier heart,
More loving or more loyal never beat
Within a human breast."
Page Thirty-four
MARGARET ATKINSON
Burkeville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Mission
Band, '20-'21.
"Oh, blessed ivit/i temper ic/wse unclouded n:y
H'nuld make tomorroiv cheerful ns today."
MARGARET COKE ATWILL
Smithfield, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma ; Pi Kappa Omega ; Se-
nior Representative Student Committee; Student
Standards Committee; Exchange Editor "Rotun-
da" ; Y. \V. C. A., Morning Watch Committee
;
D. I. R. K. ; Athletic Association; Cotillion Club;
Cunningham Literary Society; Glee Club; Pan-
Hellenic Representative; Promotion Committee.
"Her glossy hair nuas clustered o'er a hroiv
Bright •with intelligence, fair and smooth."
Y. W
Club.
BESS BADGETT
Farmville, Virginia
C. A.; Athletic Association; Cotillion
"Hang sorroiv, care 'will kill a cat.
And, therefore, let's he merry."
Page Thirty-jive
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DOLLY MADISON BAKER
Columbia, Virginia
Y, \V. C. A.; Rural Club; Athletic Association.
"He ivho plants kindness gathers love."
FLORENCE WILLIAMS BAKER
Capron, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Southamp-
ton Club; Athenian Literary Society.
"S/ie haih a siueelness all her oii'n."
HILDA OSBORNE BALDWIN
Curdsville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Jefferson
Literary Society; Ellen Richards Club; Bucking-
ham Club; Racqueteer Tennis Club; Glee Club.
"Her stature tall—I hate a dumpy ivoman."
Pai/f Th.rty-
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DOROTHY E. BALTZ
Princess Anne, Maryland
Y. W. C. A.; Ellen Richards Club; Senior
Basket Ball Squad; Athletic Association; Jeffer-
son Literarv Society; Rural Club; Eastern Shore
Club.
"Gay good nature sparkles in her eye."
AGNES MORTON BAPTIST
University, Virginia
Gamma Theta; Pi Alpha; Argus Literary So-
ciety, Censor, '20-'21 ; Social Committee, Y. W.
C. A. '21-'22; Athletic Association; \V. A. N. K.
;
U-Et-R.
"Jolly, yet serious
;
Fun loving, yet sincere."
FRANCES MILLS PARKSDALE
Saxe, Virginia
Argus Literary Society; Assistant Business
Manager "The Virginian"; President, Le Cercle
Francais; Treasurer Normal League; Athletic
Association ; Y. W. C. A. Morning Watch Com-
mittee '19-'20; Membership Committee, '21-'22;
Captain, Fourth Year Base Ball Team '20; Busi-
ness Manager Junior Basket Ball Team, '20-'21
;
Varsity Squad '21 ; Captain Base Ball Team, '21 ;
Basket Ball Squad, '19, '20, '21.
Firm and resolved hy sterlinir v^-orth
Love and respect, thou slialt not strive i
gain
Page Tliirty-seven
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EVELYN BARNES
Amelia, Virginia
Stutlent Committee '2n-'21 ; Second Vice-Presi-
ilent Pierian Literary Society '20-'21 ; President
'21-'22; President Glee Club '20-'21 ; Treasurer
'21-'22; Chairman Music Committee Y. W. C.
A. '20-'21, Sub-Chairman '21-'22; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Mission Band; Amelia Club; Promotion
Committee.
"She murmurs near the running brooks
.-/ musie szL'eeter than their oicn."
MARY BASSETT
Preston, Virginia
Y. \\'. C. A : Rural Club; JeflFerson Literary
Societv, Recording Secretary; Mission Band.
"True merit is like a river;
The deeper it is, the less noise it makes."
MARY BEASLEY
Beaver Dam, Virginia
Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Associa-
tion.
"Si.veet promptings unto kindest deeds liere in
her 'Very looks."
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ELSIE GLADYS BELL
(Teence)
Roanoke, Virginia
Athletic Association
; Junior Basl<et Ball '20-
'21; Varsity Team '20-'21 ; Senior Team '21;
Tennis Club; Hiking Club '20-'21 ; Y. \V. C. A.;
Membership Committee; Campus League; Jef-
ferson Literary Society '21 ; Athenian Literary
Society; Roanoke Club; L K. L'.
"The first quality of her cliarqcter as of all great
characters, is her energy:'
MARTHA NASH BIDGOOD
Portsmouth, Virginia
Morning Watch Committee, Y. W. C. A.;
Cunningham Literar\- Society; Glee Club; Hiking
Club '20-'21; Mandolin and Guitar Club '20-'21;
Athletic Association ; Portsmouth Club.
"A smile of sunshine, a heart of gold."
HELEN BLACK
Kingsport, Tennessee
Argus Literary Society; Athletic Association;
Orchestra; Y. \V. C. A.
"The secret of success is ivork—but ivho ivants
to know the secret?"
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LENNIE BLANKENSHIP
Appalachia, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Rural Club; Athletic Association.
'The most manifest sign of idsJam is continued
cheerfulness."
ALMA CURTIS BRIGGS
Whaleyville, Virginia
Rural Club; Nansemond Club, '20-'21 ; Athletic
Association; Le Cercle Francais.
"/ hate nobody ; I am in charity ixiith the <wortd."
LILLIAN BRISTOW
Richmond, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Athletic Association;
Y. W. C, A.
"Black eyes I'jith a ii'i/nJrous iL'itching charm."
Puije Forty
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CLARRENE BRITE
Elizabeth City, North Carolina
Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Noninva Club.
"Her actions arc modest and her ii:ords discreet."
ANNE CATHERINE BROOKING
Orange, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society; Athletic Associa-
tion; Y. W. C. A. World Fellowship Committee;
Mission Band; Orange Club; Ellen Richards
Club; Tennis Club.
".•/ face ivith gladness o-verspread
Soft smiles by human kindness bred."
ELEANOR KEENE BROOKS
Courtland, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Argus Literary Society; W.
A. N. K. ; Owls; Athletic Association; Dramatic
Club; Y. W. C. A.; I. K. C; Southampton Club.
"Much study is ii-earisome to the flesh."
Page Forly-one
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HESTER PEEBLES BROWN
Disputanta, Virginia
Racqueteer Tennis Club; Athenian Literary
Society ; V. W. C. A. ; Secretary and Treasvirer
Prince Cjeorge Club "20.
"She possesses a s/uirf' miriii in a velvet sheath."
JETTIE BRYANT
Spring Garden, Virginia
Ruflfner Literarv Society; Athletic Association;
Bible Study Committee ' Y. W. C. A.; Ellen
Richards Club; Treasurer Pittsylvania Club;
Trayellers' Club.
"The rniliiesl fnariners imJ the gentlest heiirt."
REBECCA BUNCH
Edenton, North Carolina
Zeta Tau; D. L R. K. ; Cotillion Club;
ningham Literary Society; Y'. W. C. A.;
letic Association; Noninva Club '20-'21.
"Clime and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic toe."
Cun-
Ath-
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MARY SUE BURROW
Disputanta. Virginia
Athletic Association; V. W. C. A.; Prince
Cieorge Club; I. K. U.; Riiffner Literary Society;
Racqueteer Tennis Club.
"There is no substitute for thorough goirii;. ar-
dent and sincere earnestness."
MARY MOORE BURWELL
Taylor's Store, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha; Cotillion
Club; Cunningham Literary Society; Student
Standards Committee, '20-'21
; L K. 'U. ; Y. \V.
C. A.; Athletic Association; D. \. R. K.; l"-Et-
R.
"Rare compound of oddity, frolic and fun."
HILAH BUTLER
Richmond, Virginia
Zeta Tau; Athletic Association; Y. \V. C. A.;
D. \. R. K. ; Argus Literary Society.
".-Is true of heart, as szveet of face
Jl'ith gay and girlish air."
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HAZEL CARTER
Roanoke, \'irginia
W. \V. Club; Secretary Roanoke Club, '21;
V. W. C. A.; 1. U. U.; Athletic Association; Jef-
ferson Debating Society, '20-'21 ; Cunningham
Literary Society.
"Slie valued nothing less
Titan titles, figure, shape, and dress;
That merit should be chiefly placed
In judgment, knon-cledge, ii-it and taste."
MARGARET CARTER
Halifax, Virginia
Athletic Association; Secretary Ellen Richards
Club; Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.
"-•/ form more fair, a face more siveet,
Ne'er hath it been my lot to meet:
And her modest icords and graceful air
Shoiv her ^L-ise and good as she is fair."
GRACE CAROLINE CHAPPELL
Drakes Branch, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"She hath a siveetncss all her oiun."
r-aije Forty-f
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LUCY ANNE CHESHIRE
Martinsville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Mandolin
and Guitar Club.
"And still they gazed and still their %vorider
greiv,
That o)ie small liead eould carry all she kiieiu."
JULIA CLARKE
Hampton, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pan-Hellenic Representa-
tive; Assistant Art Editor "The Virginian";
Corresponding Secretary Cunningham Literary
Society; U-Et-R. ; D. I. R. K. ; Athletic Associa-
tion; Y. W. C. A. Publicity Committee; Presi-
dent Hampton Roads Club; I. K. U.; Art Di-
rector Dramatic Club; Promotion Committee.
"xtnd I must •ii-ork? Oh, ichat a iivjj/c iif time!"
EVELYN CLAYTOR
West Point, Virginia
Zeta Tau; Student (Jovernment Committee;
Glee Club; Athletic Association; Argus Literary
Society; Two-For's; Music Committee, Y. W.
C. A.'; D. I. R. K.
"Of beauty is blessed with so bounteous a share
Men call her the lass with the delicate air."
Pai/e Fiirly-fi-ve
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HAZEL CLAYVELL
Deltaville, \'irginia
V. W. C. A.; Athletic Association;
Literary Society.
"She liath a natural ill
A simple truthfulness,"
nty
MARGARET JANE COBB
Isle of Wight, Virginia
Glee Club; Pierian Literary Society; Music
Committee, Y. \V. C. A. ; Senior Basket ball
Team; Junior Tennis Club; Racqueteers; Ellen
Richards Club; Athletic Association; Isle of
Wight Club; Treasurer Rural Life Club; Mis-
sion Band.
"Her hair is not more sunny than her heart."
CAROLYN COGBILL
Petersburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega, Secretary '2l-'22; Pierian
Literary Society, Secretary, Fall '21, President,
Spring '22; Literary Editor 'The Virginian";
Assistant Circulating Manager "Rotunda"; Mem-
bership Committee Y. W. C. A.; Racqueteer
Tennis Club ; Hiking Club, Fall '20 ; T. W. I. N.
"And gladly icolde she lerne and gladly teche."
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KATHERINE FLEMING COLE
Roanoke, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi
Alpha; Vice-President Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Secretary Orchestra; Secretary and Trea-
surer Mandolin and Guitar Club; Athletic As-
sociation; D. L R. K. ; Roanoke Club; Y. W.
C. A. Chairman Morning Watch Committee;
L K. U.
"Let me live in u house hy the side of tlie road,
And be a friend to man."
MARGUERITE CONNOR
Dillvvyn, Virginia
Y. W. C. A,; Athletic Association; Rural Club;
Jefferson Literary Society; Nija Bon Club.
"Precious jewels come iirapped in small pack-
ages."
LOTA WANA COUK
Jonesville, Virginia
Pierian Literarv Society; Y. W. C. A.; Rural
Club; Tennis Club; Ellen Richards Club; Ath-
letic Association.
"True-hearted, ichole-hearted.
Faithful and loyal."
Pat/e Forty-se-ven
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HELEN CRADDOCK
Loviiigston, Virginia
Pi Kappa Umega ; Athletic Association; Y. W.
C. A. Bible Study Committee, '21 -'22; Secretary
Xormal League; Secretary Mission Band; Presi-
dent Nelson County Club; Travellers' Club;
Secretary Rural Club; Critic Athenian Literary
Society; Promotion Committee; Reporter Le Cer-
cle Francais; Secretary Student Government As-
sociation '22.
"For I iim constant as tlie nortlnTti star."
ELIZABETH CRAWLEY
Chatham, Virginia
(Jlee Club; President Pittsylvania Club, '21-
'22; Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association; Le Cer-
cle Francais; Ellen Richards Club; Promotion
Committee.
"Good humor is like a summer day
It slicils brightness on everything."
NANCY KATHERINE CRISMAN
Winchester, Virginia
Zeta Tan; Y. W. C. A. Music Committee; Se-
nior Representative Student Government Com-
mittee; Glee Club; President Mandolin and
Guitar Club '21-'22, Secretary and Treasurer '20-
'21; Athletic Association; Hiking Club '20-'21;
Racqueteer Tennis Club; Second Vice-President
Argus Literary Society; "Rotunda" StaflF; Two
For's.
"She takelh much delight in music, instruments,
and puetry."
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NINA CULPEPPER
Portsmouth, Virginia
Athletic Association; V. W. C. A.; Ruffner
Literary Society; Norfolk Club; •20-'21 ; Ports-
mouth Club '21-'22.
"To me there is no duty we so mui/i unJer-rate
as the duty of being happy."
LULA DALY
Danville, Virginia
Athletic Association; Pittsylvania Club, Secre-
tary '21-'22; V. W. C. A.
"Her science of living is simply ^1''^'-—
Modest, unconscious unselfishness."
Mi
cais;
ONLARA DANIEL
Keysville, Virginia
ision Band; Y. W. C. A.; Le Cercle Fran
Travellers' Club; Ellen Richards Club.
"Far may ive search before -ivC A"''
A heart so gentle and so kind."
Page Forty-nine
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ELIZA BRUCE DAVIS
Paces, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; D. I. R. K.
;
Cotillion Club; N. O. T. ; Dramatic Club; Ath-
letic Association; Y. W. C. A.; I. K. U.
"But, oh, she dances such a way,
A'o sun upon an Easier day
Is half so fine a sight."
GRACIE B. DAVIS
Elizabeth City, North Carolina
V. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Pierian
Literary Society; Noninva Club.
"Her heart is alnuays merry."
KATE DAVIS
Paces, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; Argus Liter-
ary Society; Athletic Editor "Rotunda" '20-'22;
Secretary and Treasurer Dramatic Club, '20-'22;
CJlee Club; Athletic Association; Tennis Club;
Cotillion Club; Y. W. C. A.; D. I. R. K.; N. O.
T. ; Business Manager Athletic Association '20-
'21, Secretary and Treasurer, '21-'22.
"So =ii'insome a lass 'tis rare you'll see
For her charm of originality."
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MYRTLE LOUISE DICKERSON
Drakes Branch, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association.
"Hoive'er it be. it seems to be
'Tis only noble lo be good."
DOROTHY N. DIEHL
Farraville, Virginia
Pierian Literarv Society; Athletic Association;
Y. \V. C. A.
"Lost, lost, I do not know luliere
One beautiful lock of golden hair."
COPELL'\ DIXON
Vernon Hall, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Rural Cluh ;
Travellers' Club.
'"Tis good nature only wins the heart."
Page Fifty-one
ESTHER DODSON
Burkeville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association.
*U'ith a face that forf-ver greets one ^ctt/i a
smile."
FANNIE ESTELLE D0D30N
Ringgold, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association; Vice-Presi-
dent Pittsylvania Club.
"S/ie that brings sunshine into the lives of others
cannot keep it from herself."
HOPE DREWRY
Capron, Virginia
Secretary Southampton Club, '21, President '22;
Pierian Literary Society; Y. VV. C. A.; Le Cer-
cle Francais; Athletic Association.
"It's guid to be merry end ^t;ise
It's guid to he honest and true."
Pai/e Fifty-tiio
EMILY ELEY
Franklin, Virginia
Zeta Tau ; Athletic Association; Rural Cluli;
Cunningham Literary Society; Vice-President
Southampton Club, '2i-'22; D.'L R. K. ; Confer-
ence and Conventions Committee Y. \V. C. A.
"A dignified bearing and a gentle reserve."
MARY VIRGINL\ ELLIOTT
Bowling Green, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society, Second Vice-President
II; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"Never too careless, nor too sad
Ne'ver' too studious; alivays glad."
FRANCES I. EVANS
Amelia, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Membership Committee; Pierian
Literary Society; Athletic Association; Amelia
Club; Le Cercle Francais.
".-Is much company as I haze kept, and as much
as I love it, I love reading better."
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CLEO EVERETT
Bristol, Tennessee
V, W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Kinder-
garten CUib; Noninva Club.
"Site's not a goddess, an angel, a lily or a pearl,
She's just that -zi-hich is sweetest, cotnpletest, and
neatest,
A dear little, queer little, s-rveet little girl."
ELIZABETH BOYD FINCH
Boydton, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Zeta Tau ; Secretary Junior
Class '20-'2I ; Glee Club; Cunningham Literary
Society, Secretary '21-'22; Y. W. C. A. Chairman
Conference and Conventions Committee; Stu-
dent Standards Committee '20-'21 ; Kindergarten
Club, Treasurer '21-"22.
"Sweetness, truth and every graee
ll'hieh time and use are wont to teach
The eye may in a moment reach
And read distinctly in Iter face."
LODA WISE FITCHETTE
Townsend, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.; Athenian
Literary Society; Glee Club; President Eastern
Shore Club; Secretary I. K. U.
"Her girlisli face
Alight with lo-ve and tender grace."
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MYRTICE WINIFRED FITCHETTE
Townsend, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society; Glee Club; East-
ern Shore Club; Rural Club; Athletic Associa-
tion; Y. W. C. A.; Chairman "V" Store Com-
mittee.
"Lo-ve, goodness, beauty, in Iter person shine."
MADELINE FITZGERALD
Onancock, Virginia
Zeta Tau ; Delta; Censor Cunningham Literary
Society '2\-'22; Athletic Association; Senior Bas-
ket Ball Team; Social Service Committee; V.
W. C. A.; Junior Baseball Team; Rural Club;
Treasurer Eastern Shore Club '21; D. I. R. K.
;
Varsity Squad '21-'22.
"The joy of youth and health her eyes displayed.
And ease of heart her every look conveyed."
MINNIE LEE FLEMMING
Portsmouth, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Norfolk
Club '20-'21 ; Portsmouth Club '21-'22; RufFner
Literary Society.
"A merry heart that laughs at care."
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AGNES FULCHER
Sandiges, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Chairman Rural Life Committee
'21-'22; Athletic Association; Treasurer El Cir-
culo Espanol '20-'21 ; Secretary '21-'22; Mission
Band; Vice-president Rural Club '21-'22; Secre-
tary Le Cercle Francais '21-'22; Censor Athenian
Literary Society, Fall '21, Vice-president, Winter
'22 ; Nija Bon Club.
"True happiness
Consists alone in doing good,"
MARGARET FULLERTON
Orange, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society; Orange Club; Ath-
letic Association; Publicity Committee Y. W. C.
A.; Circulo Espanol President '2Z.
"I have ease, and I have health,
And I have spirits light as air."
RUTH FUQUA
Bluefield, West Virginia
Athletic Association; Hiking Club '21; JeflFer-
son Debating Society '20 ; Pierian Literary So-
ciety '21-'22; Y. W. C. A.; Social Service Com-
mittee; Noninva Club.
"The blushing cheek speaks modest mind,
The tips befitting luords most kind."
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ANNIE GANNAWAY
Guinea Mills, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Y. \V. C. A.
Membership Committee; W. A. N. K.; B. I. R.
D. S. ; Athletic Association; Buckingham Cluh.
"To ivake the soul by tender strokes of art:
To raise the genius, and to mend the heart."
MARGARET GILES
Lynchburg, Virginia
Y. W. C. A,; Lynchburg Club \'ice-preslcrent
Ellen Richards Club; Critic Jefferson Literary
Society; Athletic Association.
"/ love her for her smile, her look.
Her iL'ay of speaking gently."
NELLIE GILL
Wicomics Church, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Reporter of Ruffner Literary So-
ciety; Rural Club; Athletic Association; North-
ern Neck Club.
"Loyal hearted, strong of mind;
A truer friend noiuhere you'll find."
Paye Fijty-seven
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MATTIE LOUISE GLENN
Prospect, Virginia
Y. \V. C, A.; Athletic Association; Pierian
Literary Society; Rural Club.
"Good actions croiin themselves ivith lasting
days ;
J['/io deserves i!.-elt needs not another's praise."
RUBY GOODE
Ma\'beury, Virginia
"i
.
W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Nonlnva
Cluh,
"Such joy it is to hear her sing
ll'e fall in love •i:;ith everything."
GLADYS BOOTHE GRAY
Newport News, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Finance Committee
Y. W. C. A.; President "Ellen Richards Club;
Athletic Association; Servers Tennis Club; Rac-
queteers; Rural Club; Promotion Committee '21-
'22; Pi Kappa Omega.
".-Ill honor to her cultivated mind;
Gracious in manner, her speech refined."
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MARY GRAY
Signpine, Virginia
Membership Committee Y. W. C. A.; Junior
Basketball Team '21 ; Varsity Squad '21 ; Junior
Baseball Team '21; Athletic Association; Tennis
Club; I. K. U.
"Earnest, honest, tnil/ilul, anJ sincere
Jl'it/i many other qualities tluit one /night revere."
SALLIE MAE GRAY
Farmville, Virginia
I. K. r. ; Y. W. C. A.; Cotillion Club; Basket-
ball Team '17-'2I; Baseball Team '17-20; Var-
sity Squad '21 ; Athletic Association.
"Haste thee, nymph, and bring ivith thee
Jest and youthful jollity."
MILDRED GRIFFIN
Windsor, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Finance Committee ; Rural Life
Club.
"When things go icrong
She sings a song
And adds a yard of smile."
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LELIA HADEN
Crozet, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Jefferson Literary Society; Alber-
marle Club; Athletic Association.
".V happy disposition is the prism that deflects
the hliie rays:'
VIRGINIA R. HARDIN '
Norfolk, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Mu Omega; Dramatic Club,
President '20-'22
; Argus Literary Society Critic
'21-'22, Reporter '20-'21 ; Cotillion Clubi Treas-
urer '20-'22; Campus League; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Y. W. C. A.; \V. A. N. K.; Pan-Hel-
lenic Representative '21-'22; Norfolk Club; Le
Cercle Francais; Promotion Committee '20-'22.
"The play's the thing."
ALISE ATKINSON HARRIS
Keysville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Athenian
Literary Society.
"Why ivorry, it will happen anyway!"
Patjf Sixty
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LILLIAN ELIZABETH HAVES
Portsmouth, Virginia
V. \V. C. A.; Kindergarten Club; Pierian
Literary Society; Athletic Association; Ports-
mouth Club; Nansemond Club, Vice President
"Duty hy habil is to pleasure turn'd,
He is content ic/io to obey lias learned."
FLORENCE HAYNIE
Reedville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A., "Y" Store Committee ; Athletic
Association; Mission Band; Rural Club.
"AliL'ays happy, alicays gay, slie trips along life's
rugged iL'ay."
GARNETT HENDERSON
Roseland, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Corresponding Secretary
Jefferson Literary Society; Secretary and
Treasurer Nelson Club; Rural Club; Athletic
Association; Tennis Club.
"Gentle in mien, fiords, and temper."
Paije Sixty-one
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WINNIE HINES
Wakefield, Virginia
^. M'. C. A.; Ruffner Literary Society; Ath-
etic Association; Rural Club; Glee Club.
"The et of cess is constancy to purpose."
ROBERTA DAY HODGKIN
Warrenton, Virginia
Student Government Committee; Glee Club;
Dramatic Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Associa-
tion; Travelers' Club; W. A. N. K. ; Argus Liter-
ary Society. Delta Sigma Chi.
".-I lienrt to resolve, a head to contrive, and a
hand to execute.*'
GEORGIE HOLMAN
Cartersville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Social Service Committee; Ellen
Richards Club; Rural Club; Athletic Associa-
tion; N'ija Bon Club.
"To those ii'ho knoiv her not
iXo icords can paint,
To those who knoia her best
Knoii' all ivords are faint."
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MARY AUGUSTA JEFFERSON
Amelia C. H., \"irginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Pierian Literary Society;
Glee Club; Campus League; Racqueteers Tennis
Club, President '21-'22; Amelia Club; Y. W.
C. A.; W. A. N. K. ; Promotion Committee; Le
Cercle Francais; Athletic Association; Servers
Tennis Club "20-'21.
"Take everybody's advice, then do as you please."
REBA JOHNSON
Tazewell, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Pi Alpha; Assistant Busi-
ness Manager "Virginian"; Social Committee
Y. \V. C. A. '21-'22; Athletic Association; Cun-
ningham Literary Society; El Circulo Espanol
;
:-Et-R; W. A, N. K. ; Secretary Cotillion Club;
S. O. B's; G. O. R's.
"Lovely lady, fair to see,
And beautiful exceedingly."
ZELDA JONES
La Crosse, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club.
"Sbc is timid; she is shy,
But there's mischief in her eye."
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HARRIET JUDSON MUNOZ
Farmville, Virginia
RdtiiiKla Staff, Reporter of Organizations;
Argus Literary Societj' ; Orchestra; Y. W. C. A.;
Senior Cheer Leader; Junior Cheer Leader; Re-
porter Le Cercle Francais; Degree Club.
"There iciis something very real anJ indivhiuiil
ahnut her."
SALLIE TEMPLE KIE
Newport News, Virginia
Dramatic Club; Rural Club; Finance Com-
mittee \. W. C. A.; Recording Secretary Athen-
ian Literary Society, Fall '21, President, Winter
'22
; Racqueteer Club ; Athletic Association
;
Nija Bon Club; Hampton Roads Club.
"('all iti siieet mus'n
.
1 have lieard soft airs,
iharm our senses and expel our cares."
MARGARET LANKFORD
Lynchburg, Virginia
Glee Club; I. K. U.; I. O. U.; \V. W.; Ath-
letic Association; Lynchburg Club; Racqueteer
Tennis Club.
".7 light heart lives long."
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ASHLEY LECKEY
Washington, D. C.
Pierian Literary Societv; Athletic Association;
Y. W. C. A.; Travelers' Club '21-'22; Noninva
Club •20-'21.
"Stilt acliievlng, still pursuing."
REBEKAH LIPSCOMB
Farmville, Virginia
President 1st Year High School Class '16-'17;
Glee Club; Dramatic Club; L K. U.; Argus
Literary Society ; Y. W. C. A.
"Beauty and ivort/i in her alike contend."
WYLLIS ELIZABETH LOYALL
Lexington, Virginia
V. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Jefferson
Literary Society; Rockbridge Club, Business
Manager.
".-I Jieart unspotted is not easily daunted."
Paye Si.xly-five
RENA BURGESS LUCK
Williamsburg, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha; W. A. N. K.
;
Athletic Association; Wardrobe and Property
Mistress Dramatic Club; N. O. T. ; Cotillion
Club; Cunningham Literary Society; Publicity
Committee '21-'22, Conference Committee '21-
'22; V. W. C. A.; Vice President L K. U. ; Cheer
Leader •20-'22.
"True to her ivord, tcork, anJ frietiJs."
CiERTRUDE LYTTON
Norfolk, Virginia
Mission Band; Argus Literary Society; Ath-
letic Association; V. W. C. A.; Travellers' Club;
Secretary-Treasurer Norfolk Club '22.
"She is of so fine, so kind, so apt a disposition."
NELL McCARDLE
Norfolk, Virginia
Zeta Tau; Business Manager Athletic Associa-
tion ; Business Manager, Senior Basket Ball
Team; Junior Team; Varsity Team '20-'22; Re-
porter Argus Literary Society; Membership Com-
mittee V. W. C. A. ; Kindergarten Club.
"She'll bring with her a joy divine,
All that's good and all thafs fine."
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LAviNiA Mccarty
Ottoman, Virginia
Riitfner Literarv Society; Athletic Association;
V. \V. C. A.; Rural Club; Northern Neck Club.
".-/ heart ever true and full of fun
She laughed and danced 'til the day ivas done."
ELAINE McDEARMON
Pamplin, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society'; Athletic Association;
V. \V. C. A. ; Racqueteers.
"Blue ivere her eyes as the fairy flux.
Her cheeks like the daivn of day."
AGNES McDUFFIE
Columbia, S. C.
Argus Literary Society; Social Service Com-
mittee V. \V. C. A.; Noninva Club; Campus
League; Mission Band; L K. U.
"A little nonsene noiv and then
Is relished by the best of men."
Paije Si.xly-se-z'en
LUCY A. P, McILWAINE
Petersburg, Virginia
Gamma Theta ; Delta; Pierian Literary So-
ciety, Treasurer '20-'21, Censor '21-'22; Y. W.
C. A. Membership Committee '20-'21; Athletic
Association '20-'21 ; Dinwiddie Club; Le Cercle
Francais, Treasurer '21-'22; Servers Tennis
Club; Racqueteers Tennis Club.
"None knrii' thee hut to love thee,
Nor rnimcJ thee hut to praise."
RUTH?, McKELWAY
Washington, D, C.
Delta Sigma Chi; Mu Omega; RufFner Liter-
ary Society, Treasurer '21-'22; Cotillion Club,
Vice President; D. L R. K. ; Athletic Associa-
tion; Y. W. C. A.; Volunteer Band; L K. U.
"Through actions, not ivoriis, the nohle traits of
character are ever brought to light."
NETTIE REID McNULTY
Charlottesville, Virginia
Chairman "Y" Store Committee, Y. W. C. A.
'20-'21
; Athletic Association; Ellen Richards
Club; Athenian Literarv 'Societv; Tennis Club;
Albemarle Club; Rural' Club.
"She hath a pleasant luord and smile for every-
one."
Page-Sixty-cight
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FANNIE B. MAYNARD
Wakefield, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Riiffne
Literary Society; Rural Life Club.
"Fair is she to behold.
This jnaiden of seventeen summers,
Broivn are her eyes as the berry
That groivs on the thorn by the icayside."
VIRGINL'^ MORRISON
Collierstown, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Bible Study Committee; Ath-
letic Association; Rockbridge County Club.
"Perseferanee and honesty are her keynotes."
^L\BEL WARREN NEBLETTE
\\'averl\', Virginia
Cuningham Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Racqueteers Tennis Club;
W. A. N. K.; Basket Ball Squad '21; Campus
League; I. O. L".
"My heart is every gay."
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LILA VIRGINIA NEVVSOM
Newport News, Virginia
RufFner Literary Society; Hampton Roads
Club; Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.; I.
K. r.
"She cannot froiun—she never tries.
Her heart is aliuays merry."
CHARLOTTE O'NEAL
Amelia Court House, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Le Cercle Francais; Critic,
RufFner Literary Societv ; Mission Band; Amelia
Club.
"Her Toice li'as e-ver soft,
Gentle and lo<u.;—an excellent thing in zvornan."
BERTHA GLADYS OWEN
Bristol, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Cunning-
liam Literary Society; Dramatic Club.
"Bright as the sun her eyes the gazers strike.
And like the sun, they shine on all alike."
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AMY PANNILL
Martinsville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association
Literarv Society; Publicity Committee,
A.; W'. \V. Club; I. O. U.
"Better late than never."
Jefferson
Y. W. C.
ANTOINETTE PARKER
Franklin, \'irginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Zeta Tau
;
Secretary Southampton Club; Cunningham Liter-
ary Society.
"Love, sweetness, goodness in her person shine.
So unaffected, so composed a mind.
So firm, so soft, so strong, yet so refined."
HELEN PATTON
Norfolk, Virginia
CJamma Theta ; Zeta Tau; President Cunning-
ham Literary Society; Student Government Com-
mittee; Religious Meetings Committee; Y. W.
C. A.; President Norfolk Club; Le Cercle Fran-
cais; Rural Club; Athletic Association; Pro-
motion Committee; Representative Student Vol-
unteer Convention at Salem '20; Pi Kappa
Omega.
"Tall, stately, and demure.
Noble, steadfast, and so pure."
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IDA PAULETTE
Farmville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Junior Basket Ball Team, Cap-
tain; Varsity Squad '20-'21, Substitute '20-'21
;
Senior Basket Ball Team; I. K. U.; Cotillion
Club; Athletic Association.
"Hurry, scurry!
Ilrltcr. skelter!"
MARY PAYNE
Darlington Heights, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.; Ath-
letic Association; Racqueteers Tennis Club.
"Common sense in an uncommon degree is ivliat
the iLorlJ calls ii:isdom."
IDA PRUDEN
Portsmouth, Virginia
Athletic .'\ssociation; Y. W. C. A.; Rural
Club; Portsmouth Club; Ellen Richards Club.
"Out of Iter eyes shines tlie light of unselfishness."
Paijc Scvrnly-t'v:o
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SUE VIRGINIA PUCKETT
Winterpock, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society; Rural Club; Ath-
letic Association; Racqueteers Tennis Club; Mis-
sion Band; Y. \V. C. A. World Fellowship Com-
mittee '20-'22 ; Second Prof. Representative Stu-
dent Standards Committee; Critic Le Cercle
Francais; Lieut. Hiking Cluh; \'ice-president
Fourth Vr. Class Spring '18-'19; Representative
State Student Volunteer Convention at Salem '20;
Fourth Yr. Basehall Team 'IS-'ig; Ellen Rich-
ards Club.
"Lo'Veliness is aroiniA her like lig/it
And her steps are the musir of snny."
NANNIE STUART RAMSEY
Charlotte Court House, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.
"Kind hearts are more than eoronets.'
LUCILLE KATHERINE RASH
Blackstone, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural Club.
"And my fancy ivoiie a royal ero'iun
Of the dusky gold of her hair."
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MARY CHRISTINE REID
Gordonsville, Virginia
V. W. C. A. ; Athenian Literary Society ; Ath-
letic Association; Rural Club; Mission Band;
Orange Chili.
"Jfhat's the use of icorryirig?
It never ivas icorth ivhile."
VIRGINIA MARIE RICKS
Covington, Virginia
V. W. C. A.; Publicity Committee; Athenian
Literarv Societv, Corresponding Secretary '21-
'22; Glee Club;' D. I. R. K,; Mandolin and Gui-
tar Club, President '22.
"She could paint for an age at a silting
And never grow tired at all."
HELEN JACKSON ROGERSON
Petersburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Gamma Thcta ; Glee Club;
Pierian Literar\- Society, Reporter '21, Second
Vice-President '22; Rotunda Staff, Assistant Cir-
culating Manager; Y. W. C. A. Publicity Com-
mittee; Athletic Association; Rural Club; O. \V.
L. S.
"To him iL-ho in the lo-ve of natur
munton ii'ith her visible forms
She speaks a -various language."
holds cor.
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BESS GERTRUDE RUSH
Winchester, Virginia
Zeta Tau; Y. W. C. A.; Secretary Student
Committee '21 ; Recording Secretary Argus Liter-
ary Society ; Mandolin and Guitar Club ; Ath-
letic Association ; Racqueteers Tennis Club.
"She hnth done ivhat she could."
SUSIE SCOTT
Saltville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A., Chairman Service Committee;
Athenian Literary Society; Rural Life Club; Le
Cercle Francais; Athletic Association; Racquet-
eers; Student Volunteer Band.
"The secret of life— it is gi-ving,-
To minister and to serve."
TERESA SCOTT
Amelia, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A., Secretary
Bible Study Committee; Le Cercle Francais; Sec-
retary Amelia Club; Critic Ruffner Literary So-
ciety '21; Junior Baseball Team '21; Tresadora
del Clrcula Espanol.
"Her air, her manner, alt ivho sa^v admired:
Courteous, thought coy, and gentle though retired."
I'aye Seventy-fivt
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CHRISTINE SHIELDS
Louisville, Kentuck\'
Ciamina Tlieta ; Pi Alpha; President Junior
Class '20-'21 ; Cunningham Literary Societj';
Treasurer Third Year Class '18-'19; Vice-Presi-
dent Orchestra '21-'22; Mandolin and Guitar
Cluh; Vice-president Glee Club '21-'22; Focus
Staff '20; Rotunda StafT '21; Athletic Association
Promotion Committee '20-'22; Xoninva Club
W. A. N. K.; r-Et-R; Cheer Leader '21-'22
Social Committee Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Chairman
'20-'21
; Cotillion Club.
"Friendsliip above alt lies Joes iiind the heart,
And faillt in friendship is the noblest part."
MARY SMITH SIMMONS
Disputanta, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Ruffner Literary Society; Ath-
letic Association; Orchestra; Le Cercle Francais;
Prince CJeorge Club '20-'21.
"So modest, so shy half her icorth is not known."
BERTHA SMITH
Cidpepper, A'irginia
Zeta Tau ; Athenian Literary Society; Le Cer-
cle Francais; Y. \V. C. A.; Racqueteers; Athletic
Association.
"The mildest manners and the {gentlest heart."
Patje Seventy-six
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CLARA ELIZABETH SMITH
Farmville, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.; Senior
Basketball Team 'l\-'ll\ Junior Basketball Team
'20-'21.
"A girl lu/io has miiny plrusintj ^i:tiys."
DDROTHV ELIZABETH SMITH
Bird's Nest, Virginia
Glee Club; Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic
Association; Argus Literary Society; Racqueteers,
Secretary and Treasurer; Vice-president Eastern
Shore Club; Senior Basketball Team; Ellen Rich-
ards Club.
"Aliiays busy, ahviiys merry."
GRACE DEXTER SMITH
Sandy Level, Virginia
Athletic Association; Rural Life Club; Y. W.
C. A., Rural Life Committee '21-'22; Pittsylvania
Club; Mission Band.
"Give me. inJulgenI goiis! ii-itli minJ serene
Anii guiltless heart to range the sylvan scene.'
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NETTIE VIRGINIA SMITH
Victoria, Virginia
V. W. C. A.; Rural Life Club; Athletic As
iation; Lunenburg Club; Hiking Club 'Z\.
"Tlie kindest eyes that look on you
iritlioiit a thought disloyal."
MARTHA SNEAD
Cartersville, Virginia
Glee Club; Rural Life Club; Treasurer Ellen
Richards Club; Racqueteer Tennis Club; "Y"
Store Committee V. \V. C. A.; Pierian Literary
Society; Athletic Association; Nija Bon Club.
"So ready to be pleasant, and so kind."
EVELYN SPEIGHT
Ivor, Virginia
I. K. U.; Y. W. C. A.; Pierian Literary So-
ciety; Athletic Association; Southampton Club.
"Her modest looks the cottage might adorn,
S'Tceet as the primrose peeps beneath the thorn."
Pai/e Se-venty-eiaht
Y. W. C. A.; Vice-president Jefferson Literary
Society; Rural Life Club; Reporter El Circulo
Espanol; Travelers' Club; College Club; Athletic
Association.
"Iforth, courage, honor, these indeed your sub-
stance and birthright are."
GRACE SQUIRE
Portsmouth, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Portsmouth Club; Athletic Asso
ciation.
"The sii'eetest garland to the siueetest maid,"
LUCILE STONE
Rustburg, Virginia
Jefferson Literary Society; Rural Club; Elle
Richards Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Associa
tion.
'True as steel, sincere, and independent."
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MARY LEE STOTT
Smitlitield, \'irginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Cotillion Club; D. I. R.
K.; Athletic Association V. \V. C. A.; Servers
Tennis Club; Racqueteer Tennis Club; Secre-
tary Isle of Wright Club.
"/ look the saint
When most I play tlie defil."
SARAH BELL STIBBLEFIELD
Cash, \'irginia
Publicity Committee Y. W. C. A.; Ruhntrr
Literarv Society; Mission Band; Travelers'
Club; Rural Club.
etier to be small and shine
Then to he litri;e and east a shado^i."
MARY SUTHERLAND
Church Roads, A'irginia
Din«iddie Club 20-'22; Y. W. C. A.; Jefferson
Literarv Societ\' ; Athletic Association.
'She hast always a eheerful lace,
-In exeetlent thin/j in this -ivorld."
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DORIS THOMAS
Farmville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural Life
Club.
"Strongest minds
Are often those of which the noisy world
Hears least."
HELEN THOMAS
Ottoman, Virginia
Orchestra ; Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association.
"She ever doeth well her duty."
ELIZABETH C. WELLINGTON THOMPSON
Warrenton, Virginia
Gamma Theta; Mu Omega; Delta; Second
Vice-President Argus Literarv Society '20-'21;
Ellen Richard's Club; Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic As-
sociation ; U-Et-R.
"/'// be merry and free,
I'll be sad for nobody."
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LILY B. THORNHILL
Lynchburg, Virginia
President of Student Government Association
'21-'22, Vice-President '20-'21 ; First Professional
Representative '19-'20; Ex-Officio Member of
V. W. C. A., Cabinet '21-'22; Vice-President First
Profesional Class '19-'20; Delegate to Student
Volunteer Convention at Des Moines, Iowa '19-
'20; Student Standards Committee '19-'22; Pro-
motion Committee; Mission Band; President
Cilee Club '19-'20, Treasurer '20-'21 ; Treasurer
Athenian Literary Society '20-'22 ; Mandolin and
Ciuiiar Club 'lS-'20; Lynchburg Club; Pi Alpha;
W. A. N. K. ; Athletic Association.
"<)?ie of the i^rpatesl enginceritig aihirvcmcnts
IS the rnfintigf merit of iijomeji."
PAULINE ESTILL TIMBERLAKE
Orange, Virginia
Treasurer Student Government Association '21-
'22; Literary Editor "The Rotunda" '21-'22; First
\'ice-President Pierian Literary Society, Fall '21;
Secretary Glee Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic As-
sociation.
".^ daughter of tJie goJs, divinely tall,
And most diviiiely fiiir."
LILLIAN TRAVIS
Smithfield, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Mission Band; Rural Club.
"Gentle in mien, words and temper."
I'lifle Eig Illy-lit.
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ANNA BELLE TREAKLE
White Stone, Virginia
President Glee Club; President Athletic As-
sociation; Captain Varsity Basketball Team; Ju-
nior Basketball Team; Captain Senior Basketball
Team '21; Treasurer Argus Literarv Society'
'21; V. W. C. A. Cabinet; Rural Club.'
"To hear her sing—to hear her sing
It is to hear the birds of spring."
KATHERINE TRENT
Dillwyn, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha; Junior Repre-
sentative Student Government '20-'21, Senior
Representative '21-'22; Assistant Editor-in-Chief
"The Virginian"; President \. K. U. '21-'22; Y.
W. C. A.; Treasurer Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Racqueteers Tennis Club; Lieut. Hiking
Club '20-'21 ; Y .W. C. A., Social Committee '20-
'21, Alumnae Committee '21-'22; Vice-President
Junior Class, '20-'21 ; Student Standards Com-
mittee '20-'21 ; Buckingham Club; Promotion
Committee '2I-'22.
"A maiden to ii-liom Iter n.i.ork iias all in all."
C. PAGE TRENT
Dillwyn, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha; Dramatic
Club; Mandolin and Guitar Club; W. A. N. K.;
Y. W. C. A., Publicity Committee '20-'21 ; U-
Et-R ; Cunningham Literary Society; Athletic .'As-
sociation; Cheer Leader '20-'21 ; Servers Tennis
Club; Racqueteer Tennis Club; President Buck-
ingham Club '20-'21 ; Glee Club.
"To knoiv her is to love her,
Ajid love her but forever,
For nature made her ivltat she is
.^nd never made another."
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MARION TUCKER
Church Road, Virginia
Dinwiddie Club '20-'21 ; Y. \V. C. A.; Jeflfer-
son Literary Society; Athletic Association.
"Hniv siveet and fair she seems lo be,"
ELIZABETH McKEE VAUGHAN
Amelia, Virginia
Student Government Committee '21-'22; Pier-
ian Literary Society; \Iandolin and Guitar Club
'21-'22; Athletic Association; Hiking Club '20-
'21; Junior Basketball Team '20-'21 ; Varsity
S<|uad '20-'22; Senior Basketball Team '21-'22;
\'ice-President Racqueteer Tennis Club; Presi-
dent Amelia Club '21-'22; Y. W. C. A. Alumnae
Committee '21-'22; Promotion Committee '21-'22.
"Those about her from her
Learn the ivays of honor."
CLOTILDA WADDELL
Charlottesville, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Pan Hellenic Representative;
Pi Alpha; Cotillion Club; W. A. N. K. ; U-Et-R;
S. O. B. S.; G. O. R. S.; Albemarle Club; Ath-
letic Association; Cunningham Literary Society;
\ . W. C. A. Social Committee '20-'22.
''Happy am I from (are 1 am free.
Jl'liy aren't they alt contented like me?"
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ETTA BELLE WALKER
Emporia, Virginia
Reporter Cunningham Literary Society '21-'2J;
D. L R. K. ; Membership Committee V. \\'. C.
A. '21-22; Mandolin and Guitar Club; Glee
Club; Athletic Association; El Circulo Espanol
'21-'22; Le Cercle Francais.
"A merry temper ^ihis the edge of life's blackest
cloud."
VIRGINIA L. WALL
Farmville, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Mu Omega; W. A. N. K.
;
Argus Literary Society, Censor '21-'22; Y. W.
C. A.; Athletic Association; Travellers' Club.
"A comrade blithe and full of glee
Jf'ho dares to laugh out loud and free."
KATHRYN CECILE WARD
Roanoke, Virginia
Mu Omega; Cotillion Club; Delta; President
Roanoke Club; Lieut. Hiking Club; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Ellen Richard's Club.
'A thing of beauty is a joy fore-ver,
Its lo=veliness increases."
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NANCY WATKINS
Farmville, Virginia
V. \\'. C. A.; Pierian Literarv Society; Rural
l.lfe Cluh.
"A jricndly lieiirt has plenty of friends."
VIRGINIA HENKEL WEAVER
Orange, Virginia
Delta; Cotillion Club; Pierian Literary So-
cietv; Secretary and Treasurer Orange County
Club; Y. W. C. A.; Le Cercle Francais.
"ll'liy iiiirry, life is short and sii'eet."
RUTH WEBB
Petersburg, Virginia
Atliletic Association; Y. W. C. A.
'A quiet tongue shoii'S a ^vise head."
Paije Eigiity-six
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ELEANOR KATHRYX WEBSTER
Columbus, Georgia
Gamma Theta ; Pi Alpha; Cotillion Club; Y.
W. C. A.; D. I. R. K.; Argus Literary Society;
Athletic Association; Noninva Club '20-'21 ; El-
len Richards Club '20-'21 ; N. O. T.
"A merry heart thai laus^hs at care."
MARGARET BROOKS WEST
Hickory, Virginia
Ruffner Literary Society; Norfolk Club '20-'21 ;
-Y. W. C. A. Service Committee; Portsmouth Club
'21-'22; Rural Club; Glee Club; Athletic As-
sociation.
"The i-jay to have frienJs is to he one."
IMOGEN WHITESCARVER
Salem, Virginia
Kindergarten Club; Y. W. C. A., Membership
Committee; Argus Literary Society; Athletic
Association.
"Trouble iveighs but lightly on her slioulders."
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LORENA WILCOX
Waverly, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Ruffner Literary Society, Critic;
Athletic Association; Rural Club; Junior Basket
Bel! Team '21.
"A strong mind tinJ sound heart form ivays of
greatness iv/iic/i never part."
MARION WILKINSON
Bedford, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society ; Mandolin and
Cjuitar Club; President Rasqueteer Tennis Club;
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A., Alumnae
Committee.
"tl'hal'er she did was done ivith so much ease
In her alone 'tivas natural to please."
LILLIAN BOISSEAU WILLIAMS
Disputanta, Virginia
Y. W. C. A., Religious Meetings Committee;
.'Athletic Association; Secretary Ruflfner Literary
Society; Le Cercle Francais; Prince George
Club '20-'2L
"./ sweet heart lifting cheerfulness
Like the springtime of the year
Seemed ever on her steps to wait."
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ANNETTE WILSON
Richmond, Virginia
Pi Alpha; Glee Club; Servers Tennis Club;
\V. A. N. K. ; Cunningham Literarj' Society; Y.
\V. C. A., Music Committee; Athletic Associa-
tion; Cotillion Club; Orchestra.
"All thai luas e-vcr joyous, clear, and fresh,
Thy music does surpass."
GWENDOLYN WRIGHT
Norfolk, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega, Treasurer '21-'22; Presi-
dent Senior Class; Vice-President Y. W. C.
A.; Mission Band; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Vice-President Travelers Club; Zeta Tau
;
Asst. Business Manager "Rotunda"; Athletic As-
sociation ; T. W. I. N.
" True to herself
True to her friends
True to her duty aliL'ays."
MARY WRIGHT
Lovingston, Virginia
Athletic Association; Reporter Athenian Lite-
rary Society; Y. W. C. A.; Travelers Club; Ru-
ral Club; Business Manager Nelson County
Club; EI Circulo Espanol.
"Her eyes like stars at tivilight;
Like tivilight too her dusky hair."
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"This looks interesting," mused Miss Alumna, as she slowly turned the pages
of the history of the Class of 1Q22. She adjusted her horn-rimmed specs and
fell to reading the record of that illustrious class. This is what she read :
l|iBt0r^ of tlip (ElaBH of 5^tnptPfn-®mFntij-®uin
"1 hey all looked alike, those poor scared little Juniors, as they clutched their bags
and bundles when the conductor yelled "Farmville" ; but they couldn't feel scared long
when a jolly-faced girl wearing the Y.W.C.A. ribbon smiled into their eyes and grabbed
and bustled them up the hill and into S.N.S. through a window, most likely into
RoomJ—Room J, the initiation chamber for our new girls.
Those first few days seem hazy now, do they not? All a jumble of hundreds of new
names, countless halls and millions of steps and unexpected corners. But at last the
Juniors learned to find the Library without starting from the third floor and found
the proper class room inside of fifteen minutes after class began.
After organizing with Christine Shields as President, the Class found itself en-
gaged in all the school activities. From the first the Juniors were active in athletics.
A large number proved to be natural-born hikers and—Oh, those basket ball play-
ers we found in our midst! We lost the game on Thanksgiving Day to the Seniors
but we won the other two games, didn't we, girls? In the race for the Athletic
cup the Juniors won in basket ball and in hiking but in the health they lost to the
Seniors—and those Juniors were real clean and neat looking too.
When Field Day came Junior spirits were high but when the final activaties
were over we found ourselves about a sixteenth of an inch behind the Seniors. Old
Twenty-Two's spirit never dies, though, so we took our defeat bravely.
When commencement came with all its hurry and flurn,' for the Seniors, we
found plenty of work for willing Junior hands. Are Juniors supposed to feel un-
necessary at Commencement? Well, we didn't—with paging Seniors, entertaining
guests and decorating for all the final social functions we had our hands full. Al-
ways in the back of our minds was the thought—next year this time.
Though the vacation months had their full allotment from old Father Time,
they sped away and it didn't seem long before the Juniors came back—Seniors. This
good old class found itself together once more with a verj' small number absent. We
soon organized and the Senior Class of 1922 fell to work. -And there was so much to
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work for. With the Student Building Fund to help build up and all the school activ-
ities which loyal students enter and the Training School waiting to devour our
time, we were "plenty busy."
School life seemed better to us than ever. Much had been done to improve the
buildings and it wasn't long before the Tea Room opened its doors to us. We knew
the Tea Room was to help to swell the fund for the Student Building, but who of us
did not read at once the kindly motives of Miss Mary and Dr. Jarman?
Again as Seniors were entering Athletics with pep and man\' of our old basket ball
standbys got on the Varsity Squad.
Time passes swiftly with Seniors. Many are our difficulties, but a difficulty ov-
ercome becomes a pleasure, so at last the time arrives when we find ourselves pre-
paring for commencement. With these preparations our emotions are various. We
begin to remember only the pleasant incidents of our past two years and the friends
about us seem doubly dear. The busy days of many tasks fade in the background, and
we can only remember that soon we are leaving and that when we come again our
dear old places will be filled. So here's a toast to all of S.N.S. and a word of hearty
cheer to those who follow us. May they catch the inspiration that this grand old
institution gives—catch it and pass it on.
And the Class of Twent\'-Two—in a sense we're breaking ranks, but not in
spirit, are we? Let us not forget the bonds of two years forging, keeping ever before
us the high ideals of our class, and striving to be worthy of our Alma Mater.
Miss Alumna closed the book and smiled, "A worthv class. i-orth\- class."
As she slowly slipped the volume to its place on the shelf, she murmured, "Queer,
everj' class grows better, 1922—um- hum-m-m."
—Clnss Historian.
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Thou, who dost dwell in distant, dreamed-of Paradise,
Thou, who with slow slipping fingers
And dreaming eyes.
Dost weave the Web of Life
Through which the tiny soul of each of us
Is woven, in and out
:
We do not ask great gifts of Thee
—
Large boons, as wealth or fame or power
—
Or happiness.
'Tis only this—of all the vast, vain store
Of human prayers, a little thing indeed
The chance to live
!
Thou who dost dwell so far above,
So deep beneath this earthly place of ours.
Give heed, we pray
—
Let us not be mere calm and inland pools.
Shallow, stagnantly serene and still.
Reflecting calm earth and calmer sky,
Calm year upon calm year.
Although we be but tiny drops
That toss unsatisfied,
Let us be as the sea—the vast, deep searching sea
Unwearied, seeking ever Thy shadow, Truth
That lies in earth and man;
A fruitless quest, perhaps, but one that brings
Within itself much joy and Thy rich smile.
Give us Thy pain—Thy love—Thy laughter.
That we may fashion mortal tears.
And unlock the doors of our souls.
We do not ask pale Piet)'
Or dull-eyed Peace.
But let us Live!
Fiercely, joyously, wholly
—
As Thou dost live
—
Until our flame is blown
Into the oblivion of Night
And we are gone.
This only do we ask of Thee
And go our way.
—Pauline Tiinberlnke.
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I rubbed my e}es and slowly opened them. Yes, I was still on the train and
was speeding on past beautiful fields, rose-tinted by the glorious sun now almost
lost to view in a bank of rainbow clouds. I knew I must be nearing my destination,
for nowhere except in Farmville had I ever seen Old Sol set m sucn royal splendor.
Several people were bustling about with suitcases so I lost no time in getting on my
hat and coat and employing the inevitable powder puff. By this time the train had
lumbered up into the station and already crowds of people were leaving the train. I,
probably the most excited of them all, pushed my way through the aisles and finally
stepped aground. Of course I saw only strange people, not having been back for
ten years, but I searched every face until I caught sight of my old school chum, Ida
Paulette. She was hurrjing toward me. How glad I was to see someone from the
Old Normal ! Of course I was all curiosity.
"Have many of the girls arrived?" I asked. "Are the\' really living up to their
bargain?"
To explain the "bargain"—before leaving school in 1922 we had all agreed to
meet in Farmville after ten years in the big world and tell our experiences. Everyone
must be represented we had decided. An\one not being able to be present must send
some account ot herself or the reunion would not be a success.
Ida assured me that already many girls had assembled at the New Prince Ed-
ward awaiting the midnight train that would bring the last of the members. I did
not exacth' understand what she meant by the New Prince Edward but did not
question her because I had heard of the rapid growth of Farmville and was ready for
surprises. The first one came when we boarded a High Street car and were joined
by Rebekah Lipscomb. I don't know which was the more surprising—seeing Rebe-
kah or the street car. Of course we talked old times again and that was half the
fun. As I glanced from the window of the car I saw that the streets \.'eve lined
with ever moving vehicles coining or going at the will of brass-buttoned policemen
who commanded the cross streets. Most of the sights were imfamiliar to me, but
Ida promised me a trip over the city before I should leave—a trip that I looked
forward to with greatest interest.
It wasn't until the next day that I fully realized what was in store for me. I
was very eager to see my old friends and the city that had undergone so many
wonderful changes. Naturally my preference was to see the Old Normal which held
for me so many pleasant memories. The bus drove up alongside of an enormous
building and here Ida and I got out. I had never seen the building before, in fact
I did not know what part of town I was in until turning the! corner I read the sign.
High Street. I could not believe my eyes when I saw the State Normal School
standing in all the beauty of old and by it this handsome structure—the Student
Building. On examining I found that the corner stone had been laid in 1^22. Being
deeply interested, I inquired after Dr. Jarman and the different members of the
home department. Miss Mary, I learned, had given up her position to Tilly Wad-
dell, who had as her assistant, Reba Johnson who was following up Miss Shelton's
duties. I was also interested to learn that Helen Patton had succeeded Miss Spear
as instructor in reading with stress laid on enunciation. Carolyn Cogbill and Lucy
Cheshire were also on the facult\-. I was not surprised that Julia Alexandc was
assistant to Miss Coulling and AnnaBelle Treakle to Miss Barlow.
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The time went quickh' by as we roamed from building to building and before I
was nearly ready Ida said that we should go in order to be on time for the banquet
which was to be held in the New Prince Edward where I would hear many more
wonderful things, hi the big banquet hall we were met by Sallie Mae Gray, Inice
Agee and Christine Armstrong, all of whom had just returned from two years of
settlement work in New York Cit\'. Around the room were groups of people dis-
cussing, it seemed, a common topic. It centered around two very heroic women who
for five years had given up social life in behalf of bettering conditions in a barbarous
part of Korea. The names I found to be Cecile Ward and Eleanor Webster. It is
said that thru experimentation they found the victrola particularly quieting to the
nerves as well as factoring in developing the aesthetic sense of the natives.
I was much interested in a stor)' that Elizabeth Finch was telling about her ex-
periences in a mountain kindergarten. It seemed that Elizabeth, Kitt)' Cole, Cleo
Everette, Evelyn Speight, Nell McArdle, Elsie Bell and Mary Gray had been work-
ing for several years in this part of the country and had had man\' valuable experi-
ences. I found that many more of my class mates had stayed with the teaching
profession. There were Agnes Fulcher, Grace Ames, Mary Beazley, Sue Puckett and
Sara Stubblefield who had been successful in rural work. There were others who I
will admit surprised me a little, for although they were enrolled in Course I, I
found that they were teaching in universities and collges. Lila Newsom was teach-
ing at V. P. I., and Mary Burwell was trying hard to get; a position at W. and L.
Eight o'clock found a inerry group seated around the banquet table, each in turn
relating her experiences. Rebecca Bunch reported that she and Virginia Weaver
had opened an advanced school in dancing and under the supervision of Gladys
Allen had made quite a success of it.
At this moment it was announced that we would be favored by a solo by one of
our members. I looked and saw Kate Trent standing before me, her head lifted in
song. I had never known about Kates musical ability and I doubtless would not
have believed it to be she except for the song she sang—"Work for the Night is
Coming." After this selection we were entertained by Etta Belle Walker. Etta
Belle, now famous, had accumulated quite a fortune. She had rim the Victor Talk-
ing Machine Company out of business by setting up an establishment for herself and
making all of her own records. She told us that she knew something about nearly all
the absent classmates. In her travels she had either seen or heard of most of them. Lil
Bristow had become a successful movie star. I was not surprised at this but it was
hard to believe that Emily Calcott had started an evangelistic tour rivaling Billy
Sunday. In her noted choir were Evelyn Barnes, Winnie Hines, Julia Asher, Ruby
Goode and Edly Andrews. Emily is said to have gotten her training along this line
in her addresses at class meetings.
As I looked around the table I missed the face of my old friend, Rena Luck.
Luckey had not sent a report of herself but the faithful Etta Belle said that she
had seen her not two weeks before and that she had developed a love for literature
and had spent most of her time studying the literary works of the 18th Century in-
cluding poetry ond prose, specializing in Carlyle's Essays.
Lavinia McCarthy and Bertha Spradlin told of their approaching stage debut
in an extravaganza to be produced at a New York garden party. Jane Cobb, Hazel
Carter, Mabel Neblette, Ashley Leckey and ]Marie Ricks told of their years of
service in Congress. Thev attributed their ability to argue to the incidental train-
ing received in Mr. Lear's civics classes. Pauline Timberlake had recenth' become
famous by publishing a book of poems which were said to have been the most valu-
able addition to literature in recent jears.
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Next \\e heard fiom Fannie Ma\nard \\ho told us tint with the help ot Mar-
garet West Claudia Gikhrist Lillnn Travis Marion Tucker, Lorena Wilcox and
Mary Simmons, she had succeeded in setting up an up-to-date Grammar School
at Brown's Church. Harriet Munoz told her intersting experiences as editor of
one of Farmville's biggest dailies. Helen Craddock, Lula Daly, Loda and Myrtice
Fitchette reported to have positions in various schools of the state. Ruth McKelway
claimed that the educational system of America was all wrong and she was quietly
working out a new system, independent of Montessori or any modern educator.
The next person to speak said that her report would be of a different nature.
She had been appointed to read a list which was headed "Married and Happy."
Under this head came Lelia Haden, Lillian Hayes, Amy Pannill, Mary Payne, Nan-
nie Ramsey, Nettie McNulty, Mildred Griffin. Hope Drewr\-, Annie Gannaway
and Gracie Davis.
This interesting report was followed by another. Doroth\' Diehl explained to
us how for years she and her faithful assistants, Gladys Gray, Dorothy Baltz and
Margaret Giles had been advocating the adoption of a school uniform for the girls
at S. N. S. and how after careful consideration they had finally designed a simple and
appropriate dress resembling the Peter Tompkin suit,—all dresses used required to
be eight inches from the floor.
Just before the banquet \^•as over someone suggested that we give a vote of
thanks to Elizabeth Thompson who had acted the part of caterer. It was explained
that Liz had had much experience along this line and had taken Mrs. Jamison's
place in charge of the school dining-room. Every one thought her most efficient due
to her thorough course in nutrition and dietetics—but where was I ? Trees—fences
—sky—and I opened my eyes quickly to find no banquet hall but the same old chug-
ging train. Maybe I had already passed Farmville ! To use an expression of niv old
school days, "I was a wreck." I immediately donned my hat and coat and was
about to ask my whereabouts when I was informed by the conductor who came
through the coach shouting, "Crew. Crew." With a sigh of relief I went back to
my seat and wondered at all I had dreamed. How nearly true would my dream turn
out to be?
—Class Prophet.
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We, the Senior Class of the State Normal School for Women at Farmville,
Virginia, being of soimd and disposing mind, do hereby solemnh declare, on this
sixth day of June, 1922, Anno Domini, this to be our Last Will and Testament.
Item 1.—To Miss Munoz, our beloved honorary member, we leave our deep-
est appreciation for the interest she has manifested in the welfare of the Senior Class,
and sincerest hopes for her future success and happiness.
Item 2.—To Miss Munoz, we also lovingly bequeath a crate of lemons that she
may satisfy her taste for that particular fruit.
Item 3.—To Mr. Lear, we solemnly will a hair receiver.
Item 4.—To this august member of the faculty we also leave a machine for
the correction of test papers so the future students of S. N. S. may get their Sep-
tember test papers back before June.
Item 5.—To the future senior class we do hereby bequeath our pleasant dis-
position, love for the training school, ability to write perfect lesson plans, and quiet
dignity of manner.
Item 6.—To the faculty we sympathetically leave a pair of field glasses that
they may observe more closely the movement of the girls in chapel.
Item 7.—We leave with all sincerity to Dr. Tidyman a box of candy to carry
out the old saying "sweets to the sweet."
Item 8.—To Miss Tucker we respectfully bequeath an eraser for the purpose
of aiding her in the daily task of cleaning marks of the desks—made by nervous girls
while waiting for their questions.
Item 9.—To Miss London we will an alarm clock to arouse her from her
absorption and enable her to dismiss the class on time.
Item 10.—To Miss Rice we leave a class that will "appreciate the situation."
Item 11.—To ]\Ir. Fattig, in gratitude for his generosity to us this year, a
bag of popcorn and an orange.
Item 12.—To our dear Miss Stubbs we leave an "Ideal Rural Community"
vvherein she may realize the answer to her "Rural Problem."
Item 13—To the Student Committee we very lovingly bequeath a pair of blind-
ers that they may not observe anything meant for eyes other than theirs.
Item 14.—To our Alma Mater and Dr. Jarman we leave our love, loyalty and
gratitude for two of the happiest years of our lives, and our heartiest wishes for the
success of the future life of S. N. S.
In Avitness whereof, we hereby seal and sign this, the Last Will and Testament
of the Class of 1922, at the State Normal School at Farmville, Virginia, this sixth
day of June.
Gwendolyn Wright, Presidejit
Virginia Anderson, Vice-President
Arianna Amonette, Secretary
Emily Calcott, Treasurer
Christine Shields, Lmvyer.
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Suitior Qlksa
Motto: To strive
Flower : White Chrjsanthemum.
Class Officers
President . . Eleaxor Greathead Secretary
Vice-President . Florexce Miller Treasurer
Class Roll
eek, to learn, but not to yield.
Colors: Green and White.
Alderson, Katherine
Almond, Leila Lee
Ames, Rebecca Mary
Anderson, Charlotte K.
Arnold, Minnie Belle
Arnold, Nellie Kathleen
Askew, Dorothv E.
Ayler, Pearl \"irginia
Ayler, Rachael
Babb, Virginia Dare
Baber, Mary
Bailey, Grace H.
Bailey, \"irginia Gladys
Baker, Mar\ Lucinda
Baker, Mary Tyler
Bargamin, Laura Frances
Beale, Doris C.
Bennett, Estelle S.
Betts, Grace C.
Blanchard, Alice L.
Blankenship, Hattye M.
Blanton, Anne Rebecca
Blanton, Edna Young
Bollinger, L. Hermine
Bondurant, Elizabeth
Bondurant, Virginia
Bonnerwell, Genevieve
Booker, IVLin,- Elizabeth
Bowles, Mary Ellen
Brett, Elma
Brock, Lucille M.
Brown, Ella ]\Ioore
Brown, Kathleen
Brown, Luc^- Reed
Browning, ^Mildred
Bryant, Eager L.
Bry^ant, Man- Lewis
Buntin, Bessie V.
Burroughs, Mary Ida
Butler, Eunice V.
Piiffe I^'inety-eight
Butler, Frances D.
Button, Sallie E.
Carroll, Kathleen
Carter, Jessie K.
Carter, Kat^e G.
Cason, ]\Iary Frances
Cave, Julia A.
Chapman, Pauline
Childress, Lois
Clark, Mary W.
Cleasby, Violet
Cogbill, Ardelle
Coleman, Annie E.
Colonna, Lelia R.
Cooke, Annie Louise
Coulling, Mary
Coulling, ALirtha D.
Cox, Daisv Louise
Craft, Susie F.
Crowder, Isabell
Crumpler, Mary Gertrude Greathead, Eleanor
. . . Julia Cave
.
. Edxa Blanton
Ford, Mary E.
Foster, Katherine
Fox, Virginia C.
Fuqua, Alary Elizabeth
Galliher, Edith Naomi
Galloway, Ellen
Gannaway, Cabell
Garden, Elizabeth
Garnett, Edna
Garrett, Mabel L.
Gary, Katherine R.
Gilliam, Ernestine
Gilliam, Mar}' L.
Gilmer, Cabell
Givens, Mary C.
Gleason, Georgie V.
Glenn, iVLirgaret
Goodwin, AL Dabney
Gray, Elsie
Grav, Lelia Elizabeth
Cunningham, Minnie Griffin, Lillian
Daniel, Mar\' Grigg, Laura Vashti
Darden, Indiana Guthrie, ^Martha
Davidson, Alildred Hall, Charlotte E
Davis, Sallie W. Hall, Ida
Dedmon, Alice Rebecca Hardy, Nellie
Dickerson, Grace Harmon, Zernie
Dunning, Roxie Harris, Eula B.
Easlev, Ellen Harvey, Myrtle E.
Etheredge, Ethel :\I. Heatwole, Rubye
Field, Elizabeth Heflin, Clara
Felts, Thelma Hill, Doma
Finch, ]\Largaret Hill, Ida
Fitch, Helen Leake Hogg, Lucille
Fletcher, Doris B. Hu^ett, Nancy
FitzGerald, Helen Holland, Amy L.
Floyd, Susie Van Holmes, Nora Mae
Forbes, Mary V. Horner, Thelma
Ford, Florence Virginia Howard, Frances
Ford, IVIarion E. Hughes, Mabel
;iHEyiRg;iNIAN,
Hunter, Virginia
Hunt, Mar>'
Huwitt, Mary L\ le
Jarman, Frances
Jenkins, Clara
Jennings, Lucille
Jeter, Pattie
Johnson, Bernice
Johnson, Kate
JoUiff, Mary Sue
Jones, Marie
Jones, Emily \'irginia
Jones, Nell E.
Jones, Ophelia
Kayton, Myrtle
Kite, Margaret
Kobre, Sadie
Koiner, F. Katherine
Lacy, Margaret
Lambert, Dais\'
Land, Alice 'I hornhill
Lang, Winnie L.
Langslow, Doroth}'
Latimer, Erma
Lea, S. Pauline
Leech, Mar>- Julia
Lindsay, Virginia
Lockard, Nellie Pearle
Lyle, Julia R.
McClung, Rose
McNamee, \'iola
McWane, Helena
McWane, Verna
Martin, Veta
Mason, Margaret
Matthews, Margaret
Matthews, Mar\- Louise
IVLaupin, Mary Eliza
Miller, Florence
Mister, Dorothy
Mitchell, Flossie
Moir, Burton
Moir, Charleen
Moore, Gladys Rebecca
Moore, Ardelle
Moore, Patience V.
Morgan, Kathleen
Morton, Frances
Moseley, Dorna
Moss, Fay
Motley, Rebecca
Myrick, Lucille
Obenchain, Gretchen
Ogden, Elizabeth
Pace, Hattie ^L
Parker, Mildred
Parsons, Mary Louise
Payne, Caroline
Pa\ne, Olive
Pearman, Katherine
Pearsall, Sadie
Peebles, Hester
Peirce, Flementine
Perry, Anne Glenn
Peters, Ellen
Phillips, AL'ldred
Pittard, Jessie
Ponton, Hattie
Potter, Tanie
Powell, 'Olive
Priddy, Lovard
Qu.arles. Mar)- Lydia
Rader, Katherine
Radcr, Eva
Raike. Myrtle
Ramsev, Mar\- Elizabeth
Ra-vles, Odelie
Reese, A Libel
Rhodes, Thelma
Rives, Sally Royston
Robertson, Susie IVLaie
Ross, Eunice
Rumbough, Alice Lee
Sale, Marion
Salmons, Bessie
Saunders, Lucy E.
Scarborough, Evelyn
Scarborough, Louise
Scott, Louise
Scott, Mattie
Scull, Mary Louise
Sexton, Mamie
Schackleford, Margaret
Shawen, Elsie
Honorary Member
Miss Florence deLauna\ Buford
Shepard, Bettie
Shepard, Rachael
Shertz, Victoria
Shockle\-, Ruth
Shotwell, Erna
Simpson, Doris
Sim.ms, Sallie
Sizemore, Virginia
Smith, Etta Pearle
Smith, Janie
Smith, Rose
Snead, Phyllis
Spaid. Ethel
Speight, Doris
Spiers, Alma Lee
Steger, Elizabeth
Stephenson, Louise A.
Sterrett, ALaria Tate
Taliaferro, Mary V.
Terrell, Anne
Thomeson, Lois Ida
Tillar, Ida R.
Tucker, Annie Lyle
Upton, Lucille
Venable, Virginia
Vick, Viola
Wade, Alargaret
Walker, Agnes
Walker, Ruth
Ware, Meta Ra\-
Warthen, Ethel
Watts, Nannie
Webb, Nannie
Wells, Martha Laura
West, Tean
Wilck, Welma
Williams, Frances Marie
Williams, Media
Williams, Serena
Willis, Mattie S.
^Vilson, Mary Juanita
Winstead, Charlotte
Woodard, Sallie
Woodhouse, jVIargaret F.
Woodhouse, Mildred L.
Wrav, Frances
Yates, Gladvs Harrell
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Colors : Red and Black.
Motto: "Climb Tho' the Rocks be Rugged."
Flower: "Sweet Pea."
Officers
Elizabeth Bugg President
Elise Anderson Vice-President
Maude Baily Secretary
Lucy Hillsman Treasurer
Roll
Eunice Allen
Anna Lx)ckett Anderson
Anna Ruth Anderson
Elise Anderson
Jennie Armstrong
Marian Asher
Eleanor Bailey
Maude Baily
Sarah Barnes
Eloise Blanton
Ellen Bowman
Elizabeth Bugg
Frances Cobb
Ruth Cox
Jane Crawley
Lillian Crenshaw
Elizabeth Diehl
Naomi Dow
Lillian Ellington
Bertha Edwards
Christine Evans
Elizabeth Foster
Mary Friend
Janie Gilliam
Hazel Goode
Francis Grabill
Ella Stokes Gregor>'
ALiuzy Grizzard
Catherine Gable
Golda Goodwin
Emma Hancock
Lucy Hillsman
Alice Hodnett
Bertha Howk
Lillian Hutchinson
Jacqueline Irby
Helen Jarman
Georgie Jeffries
Frances Johns
Christine Kanak
Marian King
Willie Lackey
Nancy Lyne
Janie Martin
Alma Matthews
Caroline Morrow
Maude Morin
Clara Mohaujst
Honorary Member
Miss Emma Dietrich
Grace Noel
Helen Norfleet
Lillian Nunn
Carlynne Perrow
Irene Pilcher
Audrey Rohlend
Elizabeth Rouzie
Lucile Rudd
IVLiry Schroeder
Daisy Shafer
Louise Shepherd
Louise Stephenson
Ethel Tomlinson
Edith Travilian
Helen Traylor
Gladys Turner
Sarah von Schilling
Jenilee Weich
Lillian Williams
Martha Williams
Willis Martina
Marguerite Winn
Bessie Wright
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Colors: Purple and Gold
Officers
Louise Nunn President
IVIargaret Crawley Vice-President
Agnes Watkixs Secretary-Treasurer
Roll
Claudia Anderson
Olive Baker
Grace Barrow
Evelyn Beckham
Mary Hall Bryant
Minnie Burgess
Louise Clements
Margaret Crawley
Elizabeth Crute
Hallie Dunn
Louise Elliott
Aro Elmore
Cecil Fortune
Connie Fortune
Mary Gresham
Luzanie Guthrie
Lucille Jordan
Louise Jones
Gladys Lackey
Nancy Lewis
Vera McNamee
Frances Michaux
Sarah Morton
Louise Nunn
\ irginia Noel
Louise Richardson
Lucy Smith
Ellen Smith
Frances Steger
Agnes Watkins
Elizabeth Watkins
Ola White
Nancy Weisiger
Mary C. Wilson
Ruby Young
Hoxorary Member
Miss Eloise Harris
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A (Lvm Narrattup
Time: 10:33
Place: The room to your left as you enter the auditorium from the street.
Characters: Judge, Jurors, Hydrophobia Jones.
Judge: Remove the manacles from the culprit and unlock her step. Hydrophobia,
you have been reported as having been seen bathing in the fountain in a red
bathing suit. Have you any relevant details to reveal?
Hydrophobia: No, ma'am. I can't remember having bathed lately. (Knees begm lo
beat a gentle tattoo).
Judge: Where were you at midnight, February 30?
Hydro.: I was shooing dogs out of the reception hall. (Knees strike up "I Ain't
Nobody's Darling").
Judge: Hydrophobia, do not seek to have your sentence e.\tenuated by pleading a
not altogether accurate alibi. And even though you were assisting in the dispersal
of canines at some time February 30, still that mitigates not a whit the incon-
venience caused those who were roused from repose by the turbulence of your
bathing suit. Can you prove that you were ridding the corridors of the
pests previously mentioned at the time when your accuser states you were other-
wise engaged ?
Hydro.: Yes, ma'am. (Knees change tune to "Goodbye Forever") I can show you
the dogs.
Judge: Do not strive to be facetious. You will please retire while we discuss the
demerits of the case.
An animated and learned discussion follows, but inasmuch as we are unable to
spell the greater number of words therein used, we shall leave it to the imagination
of the gentle (or brutal) reader to guess the conversation. Hydrophobia is recalled.
Judge: Hydrophobia, although ethically you have committed a heinous offence, yet
the Committee is agreed that there are some e.xtenuating circumstances connected
with your escapade, and we have decided to let you off easily. By the way, here
is a wad of cotton that inexperienced visitors sometimes find helpful. Your
knees really have a very pretty tone, however, and we do not object to their
music. You are sentenced to take a course in life-saving for two weeks. Before
you leave, however, I should like to put one more question to you.
Hydro, (eagerly, her face quite radiant with relief) : Yes, ma'am!
Judge: May I be the first one to wear your bathing suit?
Patfe One Hundred Six
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S'tuftntt Oinurntmpnt AHBortatinn
"The purpose of the Association shall be to preser\e the student honor and to
unite the students of the school for efficient li\ing and for training in personal
responsibility, self-control, and loyalty in the student body."
Officers
Lily B. Thorxhilt President
Otey Helm Vice-President
Bess Rush Secretarv
Pauline Timberlake .... Treasurer
Florence Miller Campus League Chairman
RoBERT.A HODGKIX Recorder of Points
Mary Finch E.x-Officio
Student Committee
fourth Professional Representative
Carrie Spradlin
Third f-'rofessional Representative
Mary Bolen
Second Professional Representative
Evelyn Barnes Evelyn Claytor Elizabeth Vaughan
Margaret Atwill Helen Patton Nancy Crisman
Kate Trent
First Professional Representatives
Margaret Finch Ellen Peters Flementine Peirce
Jean West Edna Blanton Erma Latimer
Margaret Shackleford
Ptitje One Hundred Eight
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Executive Board Officers
Mary Finch President
Gwendolyn Wright Vice-President
Julia Alexander Secretary
Julia Asher Treasurer
Elizabeth Morixg Undergraduate Representative
Chairmen of Committees
Gwendolyn \\"right Membership
Julia Alexander Publicitv
Julia Asher Finance
Annie Alvts Alumnae Membership
Mary Nichols Religious Meetings
Mary Flippo Bible Studv
Kitty Cole Morning IJ'atch
Anna Belle Treakle Music
Marion Camper JVorJd Felhzvship
Eleanor Greathead Social
Susie Scott Service
Agnes Fulcher Country Life
Elizabeth Finch Conferences and Conventions
Myrtice Fitch ette Y. Jf. C. A. Store
Otey Helm (Ex-Officio) Leader of Mission Band
Lily Thorxhill (Ex-Officio) President of Student Association
Paije One Hundred Ten
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ThlVirginian
Sntuniia i'taff
Editor-in-Chief Mildred DicKiNbuj>
Assistant Editor Lois Williams
BoARX) OF Editors
Nnvs IVIary Bocock
Organizations Harriet Munoz
Athletic Kate Davis
Y. If. C. A Julia Alexander
jrjke Nancy Crisman
Literary Pauline Timberlake
Exchange Margaret Atwill
Alumnae FLORENCE BuFORD
Managerial Department
Business Manager Virginia Anderson
Assistant Gwendolyn Wright
Circulation Department
Circulation Manager Emily' CaLCOTT
J , , f Carolyn CogbillAssistants i
, Helen Rogerson
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Officers
.
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Virginia Hardix President
Kate Davis Secretary-Treasurer
Virginia Anderson Business Manager
Rena Luck Property Manager
Mary Friend issistant Property Manager
Miss Edna Spear Director
Members
Frances Bargamin
Eleanor Brooks
Julia Clarke
Julia Cave
Mary Clarke
Eliza Davis
Mildred Dickinson
Lois Williams
Mary Ford
Katherine Gable
Cabel Gannaway
Katherine Gary
Roberta Hodgkin
Sallie Kie
Martha Wells
Ruth Walker
Rebecca Lipscomb
Lucy Mcllwaine
Bertha Owen
Mildred Phillips
Odelle Rawls
Elsie Shawen
Ruth Shockley
Page Trent
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Officers
Anna Belle Treakle President
Christine Shields Vice-President
Pauline Timberlake Secretary
Evelyn Barnes Treasurer
Members
Elizabeth Finch
Evelyn Claytor
Ethel Warthen
Grace Dickerson
Marion Sale
Ethel Etheridge
Nell McArdle
Elizabeth Crawley
Edna Garnett
Mary Jefferson
Rebecca Dedmon
Myrtle Raike
Marie Ricks
Kate Davis
Nancy Crisman
Jane Cobb
Nellie Hardy
Roberta Hodgkin
Martha Bidgood
Margaret Shackleford
Margaret West
Kathleen Morgan
Page Trent
Emily Calcott
Elizabeth Bugg
Hilda Baldwin
Mvrtis Fitchette
Mary J. Wilson
Julia Alexander
Lilv Thornhill
Etta Bell Walker
Margaret Hubbard
Thorny Land
Louise Scott
Annette Wilson
Mildred Parker
Mable Garrett
Dorothy Smith
Elizabeth Crute
Winnie Hines
Margaret Atwill
Harriet Booker
Loda Fitchette
Violet Cleasby
Mable Hughes
Evelyn Barnes
Helen Rogerson
Martha Snead
Charlotte Hall
Pianists
Mary Lydia Quarles
Lily Thornhill
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Lily Thorxhili President
Christine Shields J "uc-President
Kitty Cole Secretary
Arianna Amoxette Librarians
Helen 1 homas
Miss Christine E. jMl'xoz Director
FiRsi Violinists:
Dabncy Jannan
Kitty Cole
Julia Cave
Fay Moss
Ruby Young
Mary Simmons
David Grainger
Irene Pratt
Second Violinists:
Arianna Amonette
Helen Thomas
Elizabeth Bell
Annie Alvis
Nancy Watkins
Lillian Nunn
Cellist—Christine Shields
Bass Violinist—Helen Black
Flutist—Mr. James Grainger
Cornetist—Dr. WiUard F. Tidyman
At the Xylophone—Annette Wilson
At the Drums—Harriett Judson
At the Piano—Lily Thornhill
Piii/e One Hundred Eiglite
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Nanxy Crismax President
Emily Calcott Vice-President
Kitty Cole Secretary-Treasurer
Members
Mary Booker
Louise Scott
Lois Childress
Marion Camper
Nancy Crisman
Emilv Calcott
Kitty Cole
Christine Shields
Marie Ricks
Etta Bell Walker
Lucy Cheshire
Minnie Cunningham
Page Trent
Marion Wilkinson
Rebecca Dedmon
Elizabeth Vaughan
Page One Hundred Tiventy
Honorary Member
Evelyn Barnes
Page One Hundred Tiuenty-one
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jMotto: To See the better. Colors: Olive green and grey.
Flowers: White rose and smilax.
Elizabeth Moring President
Virginia Hardin First Vice-President
Flementine Peirce Second J'ice-President
Nell McArdle Secretary
Annie Alvis Recording Secretary
Margaret Shackleford Treasurer
Roberta Hodgkin Critic
Members
Annie Alvis Mildred Parker
Virginia Anderson Agnes McDuffie
Julia Asher Gertrude Lytton
Agnes Baptist Fhelma Horner
Helen Black Ethel Warthen
Eleanor Brooks Ruth Walker
Evelyn Claytor Ann Terrell
Nancy Crisman Doris Simpson
Kate Davis Maria Sterrett
Virginia Hardin Ruth Shockley
Roberta Hodgkin Louise Parsons
Rebecca Lipscomb Flementine Peirce
Nell McArdle Glenn Perry
Mary Nichols Burton Moir
Bess Rush Florence Miller
Anna Belle Treakle Kitty Morgan
Elizabeth Thompson Mary Maupin
Kathryn Thompson Julia Lyle
Virginia Wall Enestine Landrum
Eleanor Webster Virginia Lindsey
Imogen Whitescarver Elizabeth Garden
Harriet Judson Helen Fitch
Frances Barksdale Mary Ford
Marjorie Thompson Ethel Etheridge
Dorothy Smith Rebecca Dedmon
Ariana Amonette Ellen Carlson
Rebecca Ames Hilah Butler
Grace Bailey Luc\- Reid Brown
IVLirgaret Shackleford
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Motto: "Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control."
Colors: Gold and White. Flower: Yellow and white chrysanthemums.
Officers
F.ALL Term Winter Term
Mary G. Bolex President Sallie Kie
Marian Camper J'ice-President Agxes Fulcher
Marie Ricks Corresponding Secretary Lizzie Story
Sallie Kie Recording Secrettiry Bertha Smith
Susie Scott Treasurer \'iRr,ixiA Boxdurant
Helex CR-'iDDOCK Critic Edxa Blaxtox
MAR-i- Wright Reporter Mariax Camper
Agxes Fulcher Censor Thelma Rhodes
Members
Mary Bolen
Florence Baker
Catherine Brooking
Marian Camper
Edley Andrews
Susie Scott
Marie Ricks
Marv Wright
Myrtle Raike
Mabel Garrett
Thelma Rhodes
Julia Cave
Hester Brown
Edna Blanton
Louise Scott
Myrtice Fitchette
Marv Reid
Elsie Bell
Mary Bowles
Odell Rawles
Agnes Fulcher
Sue Puckett
Lily Thornhill
Lelia Burrow
Helen Craddock
Sallie Kie
Mildred Dickinson
Bertha Smith
Margaret FuUerton
Genevieve Bonnerwell
Pattie Jeter
Dorothy Langslow
Virginia Bondurant
Elizabeth Bondurant
Mamie Sexton
Ellen Galloway
Hattie Pace
Elise Harris
Susie Floyd
Lizzie Story
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Organized 1903 Chartered 1904
Motto: "Carpe Diem"
Colors: Green and White Flower: White Carnation
Officers
Fall Term Winter Term
Helen Patton President Lois William
Kitty Cole flce-President Margaret Finch
Julia Clarke Con-espoiiding Secretary JuLiA Clarke
Elizabeth Finch .... Recording Secretary Doris Beale
Kate Trent Treasurer Agnes Walker
Mary Finch Critic Mary Finch
Margaret Atwill Reporter Margaret Atwill
Members
Julia Alexander
Margaret At^vill
Grace Ames
Martha Bidgood
Mary Burwell
Rebecca Bunch
Doris Beale
Hazel Carter
Julia Clarke
Kitty Cole
Kitty Carroll
Martha Coulling
Mary Coulling
Mary Clarke
Emily Eley
Elizabeth Finch
Mary Finch
Margaret Finch
Madeline FitzGerald
Lou Gregory
Charlotte Hall
Cabell Gilmer
Annie Gannaway
Reba Johnson
Kate Johnson
Rena Luck
Ann Meredith
ALabel Neblett
Gretchen Obenshain
Bertha Owens
Antoinette Parker
Helen Patton
Janie Potter
Mary Quarles
Alice Rumbough
Christine Shields
Clarion Sale
Evelyn Scarborough
Kate Trent
Page Trent
Tillv Waddell
Etta Bell Walker
Cecile Ward
Marion Wilkinson
Lois Williams
Annette Wilson
Agnes Walker
Mary Wilson
Gwendolyn Wright
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Flower: Yellow chrysanthemum Colors: Blue and gold
Motto: "Equal and exact justice to all."
Officers
Fall Term Spring Term
Mary Flippo President Sadie Kobre
Bertha Spradlix J'ke-Presideut Katherine Gary
Mary Bassett Recording Secretary Pauline Lea
Garnet Henderson . . . Corresponding Secretary Nellie Hardy
Katherine Gary Treasurer .... Charlotte Anderson
Margaret Giles Critic Mary Flippo
Catherine Gable Censor Margaret Giles
Members
Charlotte Anderson
Dorothy Askew
^lary L. Baker
Dorothy Baltz
Mary Bassett
Gracie Betts
Alice Blanchard
Eunice Butler
Marguerite Conner
Isabel Crowder
Elizabeth Field
Mary Flippo
Mary Forbes
Catherine Gable
Katherine Gary^
Margaret Giles
Georgie Gleason
Lila Hardy
Nellie Hardy
Myrtle Harvey
Lelia Hayden
Garnet Henderson
Mary Sue Jolliff
Sadie Kobre
Thorny Land
Pauline Lea
Willis Lovall
Mildred Phillips
Elsie Shawen
Ethel Spaid
Beitha Spradlin
Alarv Sutherland
Lucile Stone
Marion Tucker
Gladvs Yates
Pii(ie One Hundred Tivrnly-fi-ve
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AIoTTO: "Light, more light." Colors: Green and gold
Flower: Marechal Neil Rose
Officers
Fall Term
EvELvx Barnes . .
Pauline Timberlake
Mary Virginia Elliot
Carolyn Cogbill Secretary
Emily CaLCOTT Treasure/
Christine Armstrong .... Ci-itic
Helen Rogerson Reporter
Otey Helm Censor
Spring Term
. . President Carolyn Cogbill
First J'iee-President Otey Helm
Second J'iee-President .... HeLEN Rogerson
. . . . EsTELLE Bennett
Ruth Fuqua
Emily Calcott
Frances Evans
. . . . Llcy McIlwaine
:\Ie
Mary Baher
Lillian Bristow
.Mildred Browning
Rebecca Blanton
Mary Lewis Bryant
]\Iargaret Carter
Eula Claud
Jane Cobb
Lota Couk
Ardelle Cogbill
Susie Craft
Mildred Davidson
Gracie Davis
Doroth\- Diehl
Hope Drewry
Elizabeth Fuqua
Ruth Fuqua
Louise Glenn
Vashti Grigg
Gladys Gray
Eula Harris
Lillian Hayes
Xancy Huyett
Frances Jarman
Mary Jefferson
]\Larie Jones
Katherine Koiner
Margaret Kite
Ashley Lecky
Elaine AIcDearmon
Caroline Payne
Mary Payne
Olive Payne
Sally Royston Rives
Evelyn Speight
Carrie Spradlin
ALartha Snead
Annie Lyie Tucker
Xancy W atkins
Xannie Watts
\'irginia Weaver
Jean West
Mildred \Voodhouse
Elizabeth Vaughan
Page One Hundred Tiienty-
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jVIoTTO: Much as we \ alue knowledge we value mental training more.
Colors : Garnet and Gray. Flower : Red Carnation.
Officers
Fall Term
Ruth McKeLWAY President .
Gladys Allen J'ice-President
Lillian Williams Sccn'tary .
Margaret Wade Treasurer .
Lorena Wilcox Critic
Nellie Gill Reporter .
Winter Term
Margaret Wade
Lillian Williams
. . Nellie Gill
Lorena Wilcox
. . Nell Jones
. Mary Simmons
Memp.ers
Mar)' Booker
Mary Sue Burrow
Hazel Clayvell
Lelia Colonna
Nellie Gill
Winnie Hines
Ophelia Jones
Nell Jones
Fannie Maynard
Lavinia McCarty
Ruth McKelway
Alma Spiers
Charlotte Winstead
Charlotte O'Neil
Hester Peebles
Louise Scarborough
Mar}' Simmons
Sarah Stubblefield
Louise Towles
Margaret Wade
Lorena Wilcox
Lillian Williams
Grace Dickerson
Frances Butler
V'^irginia Fox
Ja\ne Rucker
Ptiffe One Uii'iJreii Tiventy-se-veti
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Organized 1918
Members
Christine Armstrong
Julia Alexander
Margaret Atwill
Emily Calcott
Gladys Gray
Carolyn Cogbill
Kitty Cole
Helen Craddock
Mildred Dickinson
Virginia Anderson
Elizabeth Finch
Mary Finch
Otey Helm
Elizabeth Moring
Mary Nichols
Helen Rogerson
Carrie Spradlin
Helen Patton
Lois Williams
Gwendolyn Wright
Alumnae Members
Miss Helen Draper
Miss Mary Clay Hiner
Miss Jennie M. Tabb
Miss Carrie B. Taliaferro
Associate Members
Dr. Tidyman
Mr. Grainger
Mr. Faithful
Miss Smithey
Miss Coulling
Miss Taliaferro
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Though oft the road seems toilsome, hard, and long
—
The weary road that leads toward the light
—
To upward climb : to keep always in sight
The worthy goal ; to ever sing a song
Of sweet content. In loving service strong;
—
In lending help to take a rare delight.
To learn, to serve, to lead toward the right,
—
To love of truth and hatred of all wrong.
To learn, to lead, to serve—behold these three
The great objective form. Full well to know
The joys of service, and, whate'er there be
To overcome, that maketh hard the way, to show
Unto the world (so all may clearly see)
That service doth from love and knowledge grow.
—Jennie Masters Tabb.
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Founded 1898 Chartered 1903
Alpha Chapter
P LP, LIGATION ; "The Triangle"
Sorores in Collegia
Margaret Atwill Kate Davis Kitty Carroll
Kate Trent iVIar\- Lee Stott Helen Fitch
Rena Luck Lois Williams ]\Iar\- Lydia Quarks
Kitty Cole Page Trent Marion Sale
Julia Clarke Eliza Davis Agnes Walker
Mary Burwell Cabell Gilmer Ethel Warthen
ALary Clarke ]\Lary Taliaferro
Sorores in Vrbe
Ann Richardson Slater Thelma Blanton Jean Morris
Katherine Chamberlain Dun ALirtha Bugg Neubill Virginia Richardson
nington Mary Rives Richardson
Honorary Alenibers
Mrs. George Richardson Miss ALabel Culkin
Chapter Roll
Alpha—State Normal School Farmville, Virginia
Sigma Phi—Union University Jackson, Tennessee
Kappa—Miami University Oxford, Ohio
Zeta—Buffalo Normal School Buffalo, New York
Phi—Ohio University Athens, Ohio
Iota—State Teachers College Greeley, Colorado
M*-'" Teachers College Kirksville, Alissouri
Nu—State Normal School Warrensburg, Missouri
Xl—State Normal School Alva, Oklahoma
Omicrox—State Normal School Ypsilanti, Michigan
Pi—State Normal School Emporia, Kansas
Rho—State Teachers College Tallahassee, Florida
Tau—Normal Universitv Las Vegas, New Mexico
Upsn.ox—Teachers College Ada, Oklahoma
Petitioning
Marshall College Huntington, West Virginia
Manual Training School Pittsburg, Kansas
Alumxae
Beta Sigma Cincinnati. Ohio
Epsilon Sigma Maplewood, Missouri
Iota Sigma Greelev, Colorado
Mu Sigma Kirksville, Missouri
Omicrox Sigma Detroit, Michigan
Theta Sigma Alliance. Ohio
Xi Sigma Alva, Oklahoma
Zeta Sigma Buflfalo, New York
Kappa Sigma Toledo, Ohio
Lambda Sigma Denver, Colorado
Kansas City Chapter Kansas City, Missouri
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Founded 1911—State Normal School for Women.
m^
Sorores in Colle
Mildred Dickinson
Eleanor Webster
Helen Patten
Agnes Baptist
Elizabeth Thompson
Kathryn Thompson
Helen Rogerson
Cabel Gannaway
Lucy Mcllwaine
V^irginia Venable
Louise Parsons
Evelyn Scarborough
Kathleen Morgan
Christine Shields
Margaret Shaclcleford
Sorores in Urbe
Grace Beard Jacqueline \'enable
Soror in Facultate
Florence Buford
Pledges
Mildred Woodhouse Sallv Woodard
Advisor in Faeullate
Miss Florence Stubbs
Patron
IVIrs. \\\ P. Venable
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Founded 1919—State Normal School for \Vomen.
Sorores in Collez/io
Virginia Anderson
Eleanor Brooks
Virginia Hardin
IVlary Jefferson
Kate Johnson
Reba Johnson
Min Mason
Ruth AIcKehvay
Burton Aloir
Sarah Moore
Mamie Sexton
Ruth Shockley
Clotilda Waddell
Margaret Wade
Virginia Wall
Laura Anderson
Emilv Clarke
Sorores in Urbe
Hettie Richardson
Frances Bargamin
Martha Coulling
Plcdffes
Mary Coulling
Roberta Hodgkin
i\Iartha Wells
Charleen Moir
Advisor in Facilitate
]\Iiss Mary Peck
Patrons
Mrs. R. H. Paulett Miss Mary B. Haynes
Miss Christine Munoz Mrs. W. P. Tvnes
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Officers
Julia Clarke President
Tilly Waddell Secretary!
Kathrvx Thompson Treasurer
Represextatives
, Margaret Atwill Tilh' Waddell
Julia Clarke Mildred Dickinson
Virginia Hardin Kathryn Thompson
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Kathryn Thompson
Virginia Anderson
Elizabeth Bugg
Kate Davis
Agnes Watkins
Claudia Anderson
Louise Richardson
Harriet Booker
Eliza Davis
Virginia Hardin
Sarah Moore
Ruth McKelway
Elizabeth Thompson
Katherine Thompson
Lois Williams
Mar\- Taliaferro
Cecile Ward
\'irginia Wall
Margaret W^ade
Elise Anderson
Min Mason
Burton Moir •
Cabell Gilmer
Mamie Sexton
Helen Fitch
Ethel Warthen
Mary Hunt
Jacquelin Irby
Kitty Morgan
Susie Craft
Nancv Hu\ett
Honorary Member
Mrs. J. Davidson
Faculty Advisor
Miss Edna Spear
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p Alpl)a
Mary Friend
Cabel Gannaway
Frances Michaux
Agnes Baptist
Tillie Waddell
Reba Johnson
Kitt\' Cole
Mary Burwell
Eleanor Webster
Katherine Trent
Page Trent
Lily Thornhill
Eleanor Greathead
Rena Luck
Marion Sale
Louise Parsons
Sara von Schilling
Kittj' Carroll
Agnes Walker
Annette Wilson
Evelyn Scarborough
Mary Lydia Quarles
Kate Johnson
Mildred Woodhouse
Margaret Shackelford
Nancy Lyne
V^irginia Venable
Christine Shields
Rachael Shepherd
Mary Coulling
Martha Coulling
Honorary Member
Mrs. Herbert Stokes
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Elizabeth Muring
Elizabeth Finch
Madeline FitzGerald
Nell McArdle
Julia Alexander
Gwendolyn Wright
Mary Nichols
Emily Eley
Antoinette Parker
Evelyn Claytor
Hilah Butler
Nancy Crisman
Grace Ames
Bess Rush
Ote\- Helm
Helen Patton
Doris Simpson
Doris Beale
Nancy Watts
Caroline Payne
Ardelle Cogbill
Charlotte Hall
Margaret Finch
Glenn Perry
Gretchen Obenshain
Mary E. Ford
Sally Royston Rives
Ruth Shockley
Bertha Smith
Mary J. Wilson
Rebecca Bunch
Hattie Pace
Jean West
Rebecca Ames
Janie Potter
Faculty Advisor
Aliss Katherine Scott
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Officers
Mary Friend President
Ruth McKelway J'ice-President
Reba Johxsox Secretary
Rena Luck Treasurer
Frances Michaux Leader
Sarah Moore Leader
Members
Cecile Ward Sally Mae Gray Mildred Woodhouse
Cabell Gannaway Virginia Hardin Kitty Carroll
_, r-. u J A/T Lj - Manon Sale
Eleanor Greathead Mar>' Hunt
^^^^^ Walker
Eleanor Webster Mildred Dickinson Marv Lvdia Quarles
Frances Michaux Rena Luck Helen Fitch
Ruth McKehvay Min ^L^son Ethel Warthen
Reba Johnson Christine Shields Charleen Moir
Tilly Waddell Mary Lee Stott Rebecca Blanton
Sarah Moore Louise Sheppard Kitty Morgan
Margaret Atwill Ida Paulette ^Lamie Sexton
Bessie Badgett Inez Agee Nancy Lyne
Annette Wilson Ruth Cox Peggy Wade
Kate Davis Virginia Weaver \^irginia Venable
Eliza Davis Rebecca Bunch Mar^^ Burwell
Louise Parsons Sallie Woodard Frances Bargamin
Lois Williams Martha Wells
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Margaret Atwill
Mary Burwell
Frances Bargamin
Harriet Booker
Rebecca Bunch
Hilah Butler
Susie Craft
Kitty Cole
Kitty Carroll
Julia Clarke
Kate Davis
Eliza Davis
Marion Sale
Mildred Davidson
Becky Dedmon
Mary Friend
Madeline FitzGerald
Kate Johnson
Min Mason
Ruth McKelway
Mary Lydia Quarles
Janie Potter
Nina Quarles
Marie Ricks
Mildred Dickinson
Mary Lee Stott
Rachel Shepherd
Virginia Venable
Martha Wells
Mildred Woodhouse
Eleanor Webster
Ethel Warthen
Etta Belle Walker
Helen Fitch
Nancy Huyett
The Coulling Twins
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Mv loE : Keep 'em Goin'. Color: Yellow and red-orange.
Bosses: I - Lena Ruck II - Diza Eavis
Date Kavis
Wleanor Eebster
Wgnes Aalker
Regular Members
Quary Muarles Sarion ]\Iale
Fary jMriend Lancy Nyne
Citt\' Karroll
Page Otic Hundred Furiy-eight
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Lois Williams
Elizabeth Thompson
Kathryn Thompson
Page Trent
Julia Clarke
Mar\- Burwell
Agnes Baptist
Christine Shields
Reba Johnson
Tillie Waddell
Nancy Huyett
Ethel Warthen
Evelyn Scarborough
Margaret Shackelford
Kitty Morgan
Kate Johnson
Rebecca Bunch
Mildred Woodhouse
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Fleur: Le Fleur-de-lis.
Profi'ssioii/il
Directoice: jMadamoiselle Estelle Smithey
CouLEURS: Bleu et Jaune.
Officiers
Frances Barksdale Presidente
Emily Calcott J'ia -Presidente
Agnes Fulcher Secretaire
Lucy McIlwaine Tresoriere
Helen Craddock Rapporteuse
Sue Puckett Censeuse
Grace Ames
Christine Armstrong
Julia Asher
Frances Barksdale
Bessie Badgett
Mary Bolen
Curtis Briggs
Emily Calcott
Helen Craddock
Elizabeth Crawley
Omara Daniel
Membres
Kate Davis
Hope Drewry
Agnes Fulcher
Virginia Hardin
()te\- Helm
Mary Jefferson
Lucy McIlwaine
Elizabeth Moring
Harriet Munoz
Mary Nichols
Charlotte O'Neal
Helen Patton
Sue Puckett
Susie Scott
Teresa Scott
Mary Simmons
Bertha Smith
Marie Sutton
Etta Belle Walker
Virginia Weaver
Lillian Williams
Lois AVilh'ams
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F'jiutli Ymr High School
Officiers
Maude Bailey Presidente
Grace Noel J'lcc-Fresldente
Louise Stephensox , Secretaire
Hazel Goode Tresoriere
Mary Taliaferro ... Rapporteuse
Caroline Morrow ... Censeuse
Me.mbres
Eunice Allen Elise Anderson ]\Iaiide Bailey
Marion Asher Eleanor Bailey Jane Crawley
Elizabeth Bugg Lillian Crenshaw Marion King
Georgie Jeffries Frances Johns Grace Noel
Alma ^L^tthews Caroline Morrow Mary Schroeder
Lillian Nunn Sadie Pearsall Golda Goodwin
Lillian Ellington Nellie Hardy Lucye Hillsman
Mauzy Grizzard Hazel Goode Elizabeth Steger
Elise Hodnett Lillian Rudd Ruth Cox
Sarah Barnes Zelia Staton Louise Stephenson
Bettie Shepard Edith Trevilian Sarah Von Schilling
Mary Taliaferro Willie Lackey ^L^rgaret Winn
Jenilee Weich Edith Tomlinson Mary Friend
Helen Norfleet Jennie Armstrong Emma Hancock
Paije Onr IlunJirJ Fijly-one
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Tliiid Yc'tir Hhih School
Officiers
tvELYX Beckham Presidente
Louise Joxes f'ice-Presidente
Agnes Watkins Secretaire
Elizabeth Crute Tresorkre
Louise Nunn Rapporteuse
Margaret Crawley Censeuse
Membres
Eloise Blanton Virginia Noel Louise Richardson
Louise Elliott Ella Gregory Margaret Crawlej'
Elizabeth Crute Grace Barrow Aro Elmore
Rose Smith Kate Martin Claudia Anderson
Louise Nunn Louise Jones ALiry Wilson
Lucy Smith Evelyn Beckham Ola White
IVLary Gresham Frances Steger Agnes Watkins
Ruby Young Sarah Morton Hallie Dunn
Cornelia Fortune Elizabeth Watkins Frances Michaux
Minnie Burgess Elizabeth Foster
Vera McNamee Ellen Smith
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Los Officiales
Margaret Fullerton .... Presidente
Irene Pilcher f'ice-Presidente
Agnes Fulcher Secretaria
Bertha Spradlin Tesorero
Carrie Spradlin Reporter
Los MiEMBROS
Virginia Anderson Hattie Pace
Lelia Burrow Caroline Pavne
Alarion Camper Irene Pilcher
Mary Friend Louise Scott
Agnes Fulcher Teresa Scott
Margaret Fullerton Bertha Spradlin
Ida Hill Carrie Spradlin
Doma Hill Marie Sutton
Reba Johnson Etta Belle Walker
Anne Meredith Mary Wright
El Director : Senorita Estelle Smithey.
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Officers
Kate Trent President
Rena Luck rice-President
LoDA FiTCHETTE Secretary
Elizabeth Finxh Treasurer
Members
Elsie Bell Cabell Gilmer Lila Newsome
Eleanor Brooks Mary Gray Ida Paulette
Mary Sue Burrow Sallie Mae Gray Alice Rumbough
Mary Burwell Myrtle Harvey Eveh n Speight
Julia Cave Lillian Hayes Evelyn Scarborough
Kitty Carroll Rebekah Lipscomb Alma Spiers
Julia Clark Rena Luck IVLiry Taliaferro
Kitty Cole Mary Sue Jolliff Kate Trent
Eliza Davis • Nell McArdle Margaret Wade
Cleo Everett Agnes McDuffie Nannie Watts
Elizabeth Finch Ruth McKeKvay Elsie Webb
Loda Fitchette Fhjrence ALUer Imogen Whitescarver
Katherine Foster Kitty Morgan Mar\- Wilson
Edna Garnett Fay Moss
Piiije One Hundred Fifty-jour
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Motto: B-
CoLORs: Orantre and black.
Evelyn Barnes
Rebecca Blanton
Hermine Bollinger
Mary Clarke
Frances Evans
Members
Lucy Hillsman
Mary Jefferson
Pattie Jeter
Eleanor Morris
Helen Norfleet
Flower: Black-eyed Susan.
Cbarlotte O'Neal
Mattie Scott
Teresa Scott
Elizabeth Vaughan
Honorary' Members
Miss Estelle Smithey Miss Jennie labb
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Motto: "Ever true to the Evergreens" Flower: Evergreens
Officers
LoDA Fitch ETTE President
Dorothy Smith Vice-President
Grace Ames .... Secretary-Treasurer
Members
Dorothy Baltz Eunice Ross
Thelma Horner Mary Burroughs
Dorothy Mister Stella Lang
Grace Ames Winnie Lang
^Lideline FitzGerald Olive Powell
Helen FitzGerald Doris Fletcher
Dorothy Smith Myrtice Fitchette
Rebecca Ames Rose Smith
Ruth Walker Loda Fitchette
Eunice Slocomb
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Officers
Kitty Carroll President
Julia Cave Secretary
Nancy Huyett Treasurer
Mary Maupin Susie Craft Daisy Cox
Margaret Goodwin Ashle\ Lackey Agnes Baptist
Nancy Louis Willie Lackey Dabney Goodwin
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Officers
Mary S. Baker President
Helen Fitch J'ice-President
Ethel Warthen .' Secretary
Alice Lee Rumbough Treasurer
Motto: Not at the top but still climbing.
Colors: Blue and white. Flower: Lily-of-the-Valley.
Members
Edley Andrews Sadie Kobre
Mary Baker Margaret Lankford
Helen Fitch Alice Lee Rumbough
Margaret Giles IVLary Taliaferni
Cabell Gilmer Lily Thornhill
Myrtle Harvey Ethel Warthen
Virginia Hunter
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Motto :
A'o love to our Alma Mater less,
£xcept we love thee, Nelson, more,
Land of peace and happiness,
^ons of thine thy name adore.
On our lips thy praises rest,
A ati\e Mother, evermore.
Colors: Orchid and green. Flower: ^Mountain laurel.
Officers
Helen Craddock President
LiLA Grev J Ice-President
Garnette Hexdersox Secretary-Treasurer
Mary Wright Business Manager
Members
Charlotte Anderson Cornelia Fortune
Mary Bryant Georgia Gleason
Christine Evans Pauline Lea
Cecil Fortune Bessie Wright
Pai/i' One Hundred Fifty-nine
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Motto: "Meet me at NunnalU's"
Color: Lobster Red Flower: Coral
Officers
Helen Pattox Captain
Emily Calcott First Mate
Gertrude Lyttox Purser
Members
Emily Calcott Nancy Wood
Charlotte Hall Louise Stephenson
Alma Spiers Jean West
Daisy Shafer Gwendolyn Wright
Sallie Woodward Mary Cason
Ethel Etheridge Oline Baker
Nell McArdle Bessie Buntin
Lucile Brock Bessie Salmon
Bertha Hawk Jenilee Wiech
Alice Blanchard Agnes Walker
Helen Patton Gertrude Lytton
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Motto: "To be as pure as the lilies."
Colors: Green and yellow Flower: Water lily
Officers
Helen Tho^l^s President
Charlotte Wixstead Secretary
Mabel Hughs Treasurer
Members
Elizabeth Coleman
Nellie Gill
Mabel Hughs
Lavinia Mc Carty
Flementine Peirce
Helen Thomas
Louise Towles
Anna Belle Treakle
Media Williams
Charlotte VVinstead
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M<n'To: "Wuton"
Flower: Orange Blossoms. Colors: Orange and BKie.
Officers
Marion Camper President
Virginia Weaver Secretary-Treasurer
Members
Catherine Brooking Margaret Kite
Mildred Browning Mary Reid
Marion Camper Margaret Shackleford
Margaret Fullerton Pauline Timberlake
Nancy Lyne X'irginia Weaver
Honorary ]\Iemi!er
Miss Carrie Brown Taliaferro
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Motto: "Tcj CjIow Like Phosphorus."
Colors: Water Colors. Flower: Sea Weed.
Martha Bidgood President
Gexeva Klise Secretary-Treasurer
Members
Martha Bidgood
Nina Culpepper
Minnie Lee Fleming
Elizabeth Fleming
Lillian Haves
Geneva Klise
Ida Pruden
Grace Squire
Margaret West
Lois W^illiams
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RIoTTo: "Eat peanuts and g'""' fat." Colors; Green and white.
Officers
Hope Drewry President
Emily Eley I'lce-President
Antoinette P.arker Secretary
Lizzie Story treasurer
Members
Virginia Babb Elsie Grav
Florence Baker Lucile I\I\ rick
Doris Beale Mildred Parker
Elma Breet Antoinette Parker
Eleanor Brooks ' Ellen Peters
Eunice Butler Odell Rawles
Eager Bryant Lucre Saunders
Eula Claude Doris Simpson
Louise Cooke Doris Speight
Hope Drewry Evelyn Speight
Emily Eley Louise A. Stephenson
Thelma Felts Lizzie Story
Mauzie Grizzard Viola Vick
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niotto:- Hitch your
luagon to a star
MiBDRED Dickinson President
Otey Helm Vice-President
Mary Nichols Secretary
Marion Camper Treasurer
Members
Julia Alexander Roberta Hodgkin Susie Scott
Annie Alvis K. I. L. Mary Jefferson K. I. L. Bertha Smith
Christine Armstrong Ernestine Landrum K. I. L.Bertha Spradlin
Marv Bolen K. I. L. Stella Lang K. I. L. Carrie Spradlin K. I. L.
Lelia Burrow K. I. L. Nell McArdle Marie Sutton K. I. L.
Marion Camper K. I. L. Agnes McDuffy Pauline Timberlake
Ellen Carlson K. I. L. Ruth McKelway Kathryn Thompson K. I. L.
Kitty Cole Anne Meredith K. I. L. Marjorie Thompson K. I. L.
Kate Davis Elizabeth Moring K. I. L. Anna Belle Treakle
Mildred Dickinson K. I. L. Harriett Munoz Etta Belle Walker
Frances Evans Mary Nichols K. I. L. Lois Williams K. L L.
Mary Finch K. L L. Helen Patton Annette Wilson K. L L.
Lou Gregory K. L L. Louise Scott K. L L. Pearle Young K. L L.
Otev HelmK. L L.
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]\IoTTo: Service.
Ofpicers
Gladys Gray President
Margaret Giles Tice-President
Margaret Carter Secretary
Martha Sxead Treasurer
^Members
Rachel Ajlor .
Charlotte Anderson
Eunice Allen
Hilda Baldwin
Dorothy Baltz
Jettie Bryant
Hattie Blankenship
Genevieve Bonnewell
Jane Cobb
Lota Couk
Elizabeth Crawley
Eula Claud
Kattie Carter
Omara Daniel
Elizabeth Fuqua
Lila Gray
Georgia Holman
Nell Jones
Geneva Klise
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Wyllis Loyall
Paulina Lea
Winnie Lang
Julia Lyle
Erma Latimer
Rebecca Motley
Elizabeth Ogden
Jessie Pittard
Ellen Peters
Olive Payne
Ida Pruden
Maria Tate Sterrett
Rose Smith
Lillie Rudd
Jannia Smith
Bettie Shepard
Dorothy Smith
Frances Woodhouse
Lucile Stone
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Motto: A Square Deal for Ever\' Rural Child.
Colors : Green and White. Flowers : Dogwood Blossom
Officers
Christine Armstrong President
Agnes Fulcher Jlcc-President
Helen Craddock Secretary
Jane Cobb Treasurer
Carrie Spradlix Reporter
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Mem
Annie Alvis
Grace Ames
Julia Asher
Bessie Badgett
Gladys Bailey
Mary Baker
Dorothy Baltz
Frances Barksdale
Mary Bassett
Mary Beasley
Gracie Betts
Lennie Blankenship
Edna Blanton
Mary Bolen
Mary Bowles
Curtis Briggs
Clarine Brite
Mary Lewis Br\'ant
Marguerite Connor
Ardelle CogbiU
Lota Couk
Copelia Dixon
Emily Eley
Mary Finch
Myrtice Fitchette
Madeline FitzGerald
Mary Forbes
Mary Garland
Nellie Gill
Dabney Goodwin
Louise Glenn
Elsie Gray
Lou Gregory
Mildred Griffin
Lillian Griffin
Lorena Wilcox
Florence Haynie
Garnett Henderson
Winnie Hines
Roberta Hodgkin
Georgia Holman
Lucile Jennings
Pattie Jeter
Zelda Jones
Sallie Kie
Mary Maupin
Fannie Maynard
Lavinia McCarty
Nettie McNulty
Anne Meredith
Helen Patton
Ida Pruden
Sue Puckett
Lucille Rash
]\Lary Reid
Thelma Rhodes
Helen Rogerson
Susie Scott
Elsie Shawn
Virginia Sizemore
Bertha Spradlin
Grace Smith
Nettie Smith
Martha Snead
Lucille Stone
Sarah Stubblefield
Doris Thomas
Louise Towles
Lillian Travis
Anna Belle Treakle
Nancy Watkins
Mary AVright
Miss Florence Stubbs
Honorary Members
Miss Pauline Camper Miss Ada Bierbower
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There are several words tliat are s\iionymous with Athletic Association; first
and foremost is school spirit, for in no other way during the year has the Student
Body shown such a high degree of this essential of a perfect school life than by its
interest and support of Athletics. Then to explain school spirit in simpler words
we have onl}- to say "basket ball", "Varsity", "base ball", "Field Da\", and the
climax is reached with the simple but meaningful word "cup".
The work of the Athletic Association began this \ear with the organization of
class basket ball teams. This phase of its work was soon ended, as it was necessary
to play but two games, the Seniors winning both.
After this, the work of the \'arsity began in earnest. A squad of fifteen were
given "V's", and with the wonderful assistance of Dr. Frazier, the Athletic Asso-
ciation has developed a fast, fighting team with the true sporting spirit. This spirit
was very clearly shown when we lost two games to the Fredericksburg "Champions".
Two games were played with Harrisonburg—Farmville losing the first by two
points and winning the second 24 to 19. As yet the results of the games with Rad-
ford are in doubt. The Varsity has had two fast practice games with teams from
Lyncliburg, winning both by a satisfactory score.
School letters will be awarded certain members of the Varsity Squad and an "F
Club" will be formed with the expectancy of its becoming a most potent factor in our
school.
Of course, we shall have our usual tennis tournament and baseball games.
Page One Hundred Seventy
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Anna Belle Treakle President
Sarah Moore Vice-President
Kate Davis Secretary-Treasurer
Nell McArdle Business Manager
Miss Florence Buford Atliletic Director
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Anna Belle Treakle Captain
Sarah Moore Manager
Forwards
Anna Belle Treakle Mary Clarke
Ida Paulette Rebecca Blanton
Margaret Matthews
Centers
Elizabeth Vaughan Kit. Morgan
Nell McArdle Rebecca Ames
Madeline Fitzgerald
Guards
Mamie Sexton Sarah Moore
Louise Parsons Mary L. Quarles
"Teence" Bell
Paqe One Hundred Se-venly-ihree
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Anna Belle Treakle Captain
Nell McArdle Manager
Forwards
Anna Belle Treakle Dorothy Baltz
Ida Paulette Frances Barksdale
Centers
Nell McArdle Madeline FitzGerald
Elizabeth \'aughan Bessie Badgett
Guards
Teence Bell Dorothy Smith
Sarah Moore Jane Cobb
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Kathleex Morgan Captain
Mamie Sexton Business Manager
Members
Forwards
Margaret Matthews
Rebecca Blanton
Lovard Priddv
Mary Clarke
Thelma Horner
Margaret Shackleford
Eula Harris
Guards
Dorothy Mister Margaret Finch
Mary Burroughs Louise Parsons
Jumping Centers
Virginia Hunter
Side Centers
Mary Lydia Quarles Kathleen Morgan
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Officers
Marion Wilkenson ....
. President
Eliz.abeth V'.acgh.an ... I ice-xvesident
Dorothy Smith ITedSUfET'
Members
Page Trent Kate Trent
Hilda Baldwin Lota Couk
Gladys Gray Elaine Mc Dearmon
Mabel Neblette Mary Sue Burrow
Man' Pavne Hester Brown
Sallie Kie Bertha Smith
Bess Rush Nancy Crisman
Catherine Brooking Susie Scott
Jane Cobb Mary Bur^vell
Mary Lee Stott Charlotte Anderson
Garnett Henderson Ariana Amonette
Harriett Judson Munoz Martha Snead
Nettie McNult>' Carolyn Cogbill
Dorothy Diehl Lucy Mcllwaine
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Mary Fixch Leader
Margaret Masox Secretary
Mary Maupin '^rth McKelway
Susie Floyd Edith Marshall
Marion King Susie Scott
Louise Scull
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"SAY IT WITH MUSIC"
Mr. Faithful—"Long Boy"
Annette Wilson—"The Sheik"
Agnes Baptist—"That's Where My Money Goes"
Stuffy Wall—"Does Spearmint Lose It's Flavor On The Bed-Post Over Night?"
Ida Paulette—"Every Little Movement Has A Meaning All It's Own"
Mr. Lear—"Rachel, Rachel. I've Been Thinking"
Ruth McKelway—"Oh! How I Hate To Get Up In The Morning"
Miss Dietrich—"Sweet Emma-line"
]Miss Russell—"Whispering"
Miss Bierbower—"The Lass With The Delicate Air"
Miss Barlow—"That Naughty Waltz"
Otey Helm—"Got To Quitch\-Quitchy-Quitchy-Quitchy Looking Around"
Rose :\IcClung—"The \ViId Rose" .
_
Miss Mary—"Hail, Hail, The Gang's All Here" •
Lila Newsom—"The \'amp"
Elsie Shawn—"What Do ^'o\ Want To [Make Those Eyes At Me For?"
Christine Shields—"Kentucky Dreams"
Miss Rice—"\'ou Know What I j\Iean"
Tilly Waddell—"Minnie-HA ! HAl"
Mary Nichols—"Ain't We Got Fun"
Miss Savedge—"Smiles"
Harriet Judson—"Strut ]\Iiss Lizzie"
Sarah Moore—"Sweet And Low"
S. N. S.—"Yellow Dog Blues"
Fage One Hundred Seventy-eujhl
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
The following information, although not very important, should be carelessly
filled out and returned not later than the forty-second of Octovember.
Name (Do not use real name)
Address (Do not give real address)
Color (Black, white, etc. Give approximately)
How old were you last year? (This is important)
Height ( In centimeters)
Weight - (In tons)
Color of hair
Color of eyes Right Left
Color desired
What size hat did you wear last September?
Is that the right answer?
What is the right answer? Thank you.
Married or single, and if so. why?
Do you like molasses on raw oysters?
Have you ever committed suicide?
Have you kept anything back?.
Sign here
Approved - —
(Guardian)
STATE NORAIAL SCHOOL
Bulletin No. 13237
INSTRUCTIONS TO FRESHLJDIES
REGISTERING—
Notify the college at least three (3) i,ears previous to the date upon which you
desire to enter. We can make no exceptions to this rule except to yoimg ladies.
(See special registering blank attached.)
COMPANIONS—
One cannot be too careful in the choice of one's roommates. One's college com-
panions should be cheerful, agreeable and obliging. The best plan is to pick those
whom vou can boss.
WHAT TO BRING—
The following articles, while not absolutely essential, will be found ven,' useful:
—
4 gold-plated engraved door-knobs
2 typewriters (in case you are elected to the Annual staff)
1 juice harp
1 papers-hangers outfit, complete
1 four-inch hawser (in case of fire)
5 umbrellas (in case of fire)
1 wigwam (for Fair Day)
2 traffic cops (for reception hall)
1 case tiddlywinks
1 toothbrush with Evinrude motor attached
1 hydrographic chart of Siberia
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ARRIVAL AT FARjMVILLE—
Upon arrival at Farmville (the porter will announce it in Egyption) the best
thing to do is to get oft, otherwise you may get left. Look neither to right nor left
(this would stamp you as totally ignorant of traveling) but step lighth' into the school
chariot. It may be recognized by the four milk-white steeds attached to it and wear-
ing school colors.
AT THE SCHOOI^-
Upon arrival at the Temple of Learning, where the chariot will doubtless carry
you, get out and go in, sending your card, birth certificate and poll ta.\ to the
Registrar-in-Chief. Chat pleasantly with the officers of the school. Make them feel
what a great honor you are about to bestow upon it by attending it. Do this courteously
but firmly. Demand the best rooms with hall and bath attached. Don't forget to
see if there is a bed in the room, also windows. If you are subject to insomnia, or
walk in your sleep, have the windows taken out. Show that you are not purposing
to be overrun or trifled with by at once ringing for a maid, hairdresser, chiffonier,
manicurist and the Daily Paper, and ordering dinner in your suite. This is im-
portant as otherwise the authorities might think you were not accustomed to these
things and other little comforts of college life, and neglect to furnish them.
On the second day, visit Farmville and pawn your wrist watch and trunk (no
need of looking at your watch now since your time cannot be your own and the
trunk won't be needed until June, anyway), with the proceeds buy several head of
pink mule (this is important as you probably will not get any more imtil you get home).
RULES AND REGULATIONS—
The following rules and regulations will be strictly adhered to:
—
1. Save the insides of rolls to stuff your pillows.
2. Be sure to bring your own private dog to breakfast.
3. Bring your trained lightning bugs to illuminate your room in case the current
takes a snap holiday.
4. Students wearing ear-bumpers must see that both are of the same size and shape
and are correctly located ferninst the cerebellum at an angle of ninety degrees. It
is not fair to wear foot balls under them.
5. In the spring when the fall comes and the trees shed their branches, gather up
the fragments to build a fire to keep your radiator warm.
6. Bring plenty of nice sharp knives. You may need them to cut campus.
7. Watch out for the GOVERNMENT. It is plural in number and singular
in disposition.
S. Never refuse an invitation to go riding, especially on the school steed—the pink
mule.
9. Orange or any other kind of crush not allowed on campus.
FINIS
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Dance—sing—be gay, thou fool
!
Knowest thou not that this drugged moment
Will soon be gone—and thou wilt pa\
Then, thy gold to Death?
Snatch, now, thy time of petty joys;
Lift thou thy heavy feet and dance.
Dance I sa\' ! For soon 'tis gone !
The sage meditates on Life and on
Eternity. But remember thou
That of all Eternity thou hast
This one moment to shout and sing
The monk would tell in whispering words:
"Be pious and devout, thy reward will come
In time."
Reward? Take what thou canst.
Rewards are far away.
One moment only—Snatch thy joy.
Life is fleeting, and thou and I
Are dust.
—Piiidinf T'unbtrlake
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The Big Four
Sing a song of Fourth Profess'nals-ticlcets full of "A's",
Four hard-worked Degree Girls studied to a daze;
When they get their sheepskins, they begin to cry
"We don't want to go away. My! My! My!"
Then one pulled out a writing book and "push-pulled" on the page,
And one drew forth a newspaper and wrote with air of sage,
And one said, "Where is Africa?" with voice serene and calm,
And one said, "That's just where I'll go to carry sinners balm."
Sing a song of graduates gone away for good,
Imposing knowledge on the young to gain their daily food ;
Their pupils love them very much and chortle out their glee.
But pray just what are we to do in days that are to be?
We'll grieve so for our Annie that we'll never write again.
Why should we write? Our editor from it will reap no gain.
For she'll be gone. No one will teach Geography to us.
How sad we'll be, let's emigrate to Africa by bus.
Miss Culkin (to new arrival in kindergarten) "And isn't this a new face:
ma'am," stammered the little girl, "it ain't new. It's just been washed."
"No
Se.a-Shore Cabaret
Said a hungry duck to a flock of teals
"You dine on the meat that most appeals;
As for me I nabs
Some fiddler crabs;
For I gotta have music with my meals"
—
Exchange
Miss Whitescarver (to small kindergartner rolling spool in sand table) "What are
you doing Wilmer?"
Wilmer—"Making tracks."
Miss W.—"What kind of tracks?"
Wilmer—"Con-tracks."
Jean
—
"The mice and rats in this room are perfectly terrible. We must remember
to get some rat biscuits when we're down town."
Catherine—"Rat biscuits! The idea! If the rats can't eat what we do, they can
leave."
Mr. Fattig—"What does 'contract' mean. Miss Bryant?"
Miss Brj'ant—"When you say your muscle contracts, you mean it expands."
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Place vour finger coquettishly on your cheek, smile, and repeat the abhreviation
for "quart".
Point to vour left temple ^vith your left forefinger and repeat the abbreviation
for "mountain".
We laugh at Mr. Lear's jokes
No matter what they be.
Not because they're funny jokes
But 'cause it's policee!
Science teacher: "What effect does the moon have on the tide?'
Student: "None, it affects the untied."
Remark.able Remarks
Socrates: "Gosh, all hemlock!"
Noah: "Two of a kind!"
Jonah: "Hope everything comes out all right!"
Eve: "I'll bite!"
Cleopatra: "Stung again!"
Samson: "I guess that brought down the house!"
Rebecca: "Well, well!"
St. Vitus: "On with the dance!"
—Exchange.
She: "The only men I ever kiss are my brothers."
It: "What lodge do you belong to, anyway?"
—Exchange.
Mr. Fattig: "Miss Rogerson, is a rabbit an oviparous animal?"
Helen (slightly confused but not willing to admit it) : "Yes, sir."
Lily: "Helen's thinking about Easter."
Christine (in English class) : "Miss Scott, do you think that all poets are born?'
Miss Scott: "Yes, I certainly do."
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Staff's Aim : We aim to please.
Reader's Aim : To appreciate the true Literary Merit of this Masterpiece.
Subject Matter
Mr. Lear
Miss Hiner
Miss CouUing
Miss Buford
Claudia Gilchrist
Bertha Owen
Sadie Kobre
Marie Ricks
Lennie Blankenship
Procedure
We wish to express our appreciation
to members of the Facult\- and Student
Body for services rendered.
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The
People s National Bank
A Strong, Conservative Bank, under very care-
ful management and United States Go\'ernment
supervision.
4% Compound Interest paid on Savings Deposits.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent in w hich you can keep
all papers of value and importance, where they
will be safe and strictly private.
G. M. ROBESON, President
E. T. BONDURANT, Vice President
j. L, BUGG, Cashier
W. R. BUTCHER, Asst. Cashier
Ice CreamWholesale
and Retail
We manufacture our Ice Cream
of the purest ingredients and
without the use of coloring
matter. All flavors
We also handle a fine line of Con-
fectioneries. Fancy Cakes and
Fresh Fruits. Shipnients
of fruits received daily
Phone U.S your ordt'rs
S. M. SOLOMON
Ice Cream Parlor
Continental Hotel Block
Phone lOS
F.ARMVILLE, VA
W. C. NEWMAN
Ice Cream Manufacturer
Brick Ice Cream and Esquimo
Pies a specialty
PHONE 41
OGDEN STUDIOS
Farm\ille, V'a.
Portraits all sizes and styles
Kodak Finishing
SAT I SPIED CUSTOMERS, OUR MOTTO
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CALUMET
Tea and Coffee Co.
Importers of
TEAS AND
COFFEES
"The Ariston Line
409-11 HURON STREET
CHICAGO, - ILLINOIS
Cash and Carry
:- STORE -
:
The Sanctuary
PURE FOOD STORE
rd Street Farmvillc, Va.
XiyE cordially invite the
young ladies of the Normal
and the public to visit our store
and inspect our line of Fresh
high grade Candies and Cakes,
Heinz's and Libby's Pickles,
Dressings and Relishes, We
carry a nice line of Fruits, Buy
at the Cash and Carry and
save money. Special Fruit Sales
Friday and Saturday of each week.
Shoes Hosiery
Read\-To-Wear Millinery
Footwear For Every Occasion
DAVIDSON'S
207-209-211-213 Main Street
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
I'/ii/r One llundnJ Sin,-ly-nine
100 per cent Pure Coffee
one of Monograms "77 varieties"
E. A. Saunders Sons Co.
RICHMOXD. X'lRiJlMA
E. S, SHIELDS. President
H. C. CRUTE, Vice-President
J. B. OVERTON, Cashic
C. W. HART. Ass't Cashier
J. C. BONDURANT. Ass't Cashi<
State. City and County Depository
Planters Bank
of Farmville
Capital $50,000.00
Surplus $100,000,00
Farmville Vir<:^inia
W. E. England
Macle-tc-.\leasure Clothing
Special Attention to
Cleanmg& Pressing
\Vorl< calleJ for an Jde'.i\'ered promptly
.5rd St Phone 24V
The Virginian Cafe
ElalriQiate banquets pixpared
foi" Normal School girls
Our Service is Complete
307 Main Street- Farm\'ille, \ a.
Phone 22'.)
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KiNGAN'S
RELIABLE" SLICED BACON
ALWAYS IN SEASON Sold in One Pound Boxes
"RELIABLE" and "F.F.V." HAMS
'RELIABLE" CANNED MEATS
KiNGAN CS, Co.
RICHMOND, VA.
MARTIN
The Jeweler
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
We carry a complete line of Normal
School Jewelry. Yourorc'ers solicited
for class and sorority pins, rings
and Jewelry
FARMvILLE \IRG!NI.\
MARTIN
PRINTING COMPANY
218 Third Street
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA
Commercial Printing
Perforating, Binding and Loose Leaf
Punching,
School and College Printing is our
specialty.
Carry your shoes to the
Electric Shoe Shop
where they use the best
leather and workmanship
\\ e can tix them zchile \ou zvail
W, J. HILLSMAN
Wholesale and Retail Distributor
of
General Merchandise
High Grade Shoes a Specialty
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FARMVILLE
MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF
Building Materials
and Plow Handles
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
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The Eaco Theater
L. D. WHITAKER Manager
FarmviUe'sneiv, up-to-date $yo,ooo Play Hou.se
always has Jor your entertainment the best and
highest class shows obtainable, at popular prices
The Baker &
Taylor Co.
Wholesale Dealers in the
Books of all Publishers
354 FOURTH AVE.
At 26th Street New York
Holiday Books
Educational Books
Library Books
Miscellaneous Books
Reminders
BARROW
COAL CO.
Split, Pocahontas
and Virginia City Coal
.Anthracite all sizes
PUBLIC SERVICE
IS OUR MOTTO
Farm\"ille Virginia
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H U B AR D 'S
Hammermill Bond
Social Stationerv
\('hitmans Candv
School Supplies
GOOD THINGS TO
EAT AND DRINK
Gray's Drug Store
ahvays a registered druggist in charge
CORRECT
STATIONERY'
y OUR correspondents judge you
by the Stationery you use
W'/iy not have it good. You will
find it here.
A REAL DRUG STORE
Contplete in every respect
Wherever
the Annual goes---
it tells the same thing,
but all girls tell >ou
Trade at
Garland G Mcintosh
DRUGGISTS
Farmville, Virginia
S
Soda Fountain. Toilet Articles
Fountain Pens, Kodaks
and Stationery
Jos E Garland E S .Vlartm Frank S.BIanton
// it is Worth Insuring
Let us insure it
Garland, Martin & Blanton
" I nsurance ttiat Insures"
FARMVILLE. VIRGINLA
Sporting Goods
Fishing Tackle
Athletic Outfitters
HARRIS, FLIPPEN & CO,
1007 E. MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. VIRGINLX
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Society
Stationery
and all forms oj printing
for College Girls
FARMVILLE HERALD
"Printing of Distinction"
ESTABLISHED 1873
A. H. Petting
Manufacturing
Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers
Greek Letter Fraternity
Jewelry
213 N. LIBERTY STREET
BALTIMORE. MD.
The First
National
Bank
Total Assets
One Million Dollars
N. B. Davidson
President
E. S. Taylor
Vice-President
E. Scott Martin
Vice-President
W. B. Morris
Cashier
J. W. Wilson. Jr.
Asst Cashier
H. P. Bailey
.Asst Cashier
Eat when you're hungry
AncI drink when you're dry
Stop at Shannon's Bakery
When passing by.
D.W.GILLIAM
\('here are you going girls ^
To Gilliams!
What has he that you want^
Fruit, Confectioneries,
Stationery, etc.
OPPOSITE S. N. S
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BALDWINS
Farmville, Va. Lynchburg, Va. Durham, N. C.
Our stores cater to the College Girl. Displaying mer-
chandise of quality and exclusive styles—yet our prices
are moderate.
Ladies Suits, Dresses, Coats, Skirts,
Millinery, Shoes, Dry-Goods, Notions
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State Normal School
for Women l^Al'?^\l
J. L. JAR MAN, President
Graduates of accredited high schools are ad-
mitted without examination to the Professional
Courses.
Courses offered : Professional Courses for the
preparation of teachers for Kindergarten,
Primary and Grammar Grades, High School,
Graded Rural School, Home Economics and
County Demonstration Work.
The four-year College Course leads to the De-
gree of Bachelor of Science in Education;
students completing the first two years of this
course are entitled to the same diploma granted
for the completion of the other two-year pro-
fessional courses.
Expense for all courses isthe same and students in
all courses are eligible for the State Scholarship.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL for WOMEN
F A R M V I L L E VIRGINIA
Pai/e Tiio HunJreci Eight
We appreciate your kindness
A. V. Wade
Everything for Everybody
Main Street
FARMMLLE VIRGINIA
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